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FROM THE PRESIDENT
‘Meeting the Challenges for Reservists to Serve’ was the theme of the 2018 Defence Reserves Association
National Conference held on Saturday 25 August 2018 at the Vibe Hotel Canberra Airport. The aim of the
Conference was to discuss crucial issues associated with meeting the challenges facing Reservists in
rendering ADF service and the actions required by Government, Department of Defence and employers to
enhance the availability of Reservists to serve. The DRA prides itself on being an apolitical organisation.
It was disappointing therefore, that due to issues surrounding the leadership of the Government, for the
first time at a DRA Conference, there was no Government representative to articulate the Government’s
position on Reservists.
The Hon Gai Brodtmann MP, Shadow Assistant Minister for Cyber Security and Defence and a strong
supporter of the DRA detailed internal and external barriers that impacted on the ability of Reservist to
serve and the valuable contribution that issues raised at the Conference would make to the development of the Opposition’s policy
on Reservists.
Commander 2nd Division, MAJGEN Stephen Porter, provided an update on the implementation of the Army Reserve Transformation,
including strengthening the training linkages between the enabling brigades and the combat brigades, the development of 8 Bde as
a centre of excellence for training delivery and the need to assist the Defence Reserves Support Council in articulating the benefits
of part-time service to employers. Importantly, MAJGEN Porter posed the question whether the term “Reservists” was divisive to
the part-time force being considered as an integral component of the full-time force.
COL Jenny Cotton conducted a focus group of current ADF Reservists who spoke candidly about issues and challenges that they
face in rendering ADF service. Interestingly, the problems experienced by these Reservists in obtaining time off for Reserve service
was similar, regardless of whether they were employed by a small organisation or a large organisation, such as the Department
of Defence.
The National Chair of the Defence Reserve Support Council Ms Jane McAloon, addressed the Conference on work being undertaken
by the DRSC in identifying and understanding the issues in the relationship triangle between Reservists, employers and the ADF.
RADM Bruce Kafer, Head, Reserve and Youth Division (RYD), outlined how RYD achieves its mission of ‘enhancing the capacity
of ADF Reservists to contribute to ADF capability’ by acting as an ‘enabler’ in supporting development and implementation of
policies affecting Reservists. He also posed the question whether the term “Reserves” should be deleted from our lexicon. RADM
Kafer provided an update on legislative changes affecting protection of Reservists, employer support payments and international
engagement, including the NATO National Reserve Forces Committee, the International Conference on Employer Support for
Reserves, Tasman Scheme and Prince of Wales Awards.
BRIG Simon Gould provided an update on implementation of the ADF’s Total Workforce Management (TWM) strategy and indicated
that funds have been allocated to develop a broader understanding of the opportunities that the TWM will provide to individuals
over the course of their careers and to develop confidence with leaders on how the TWM delivers capability.
MAJGEN Neil Wilson reviewed the activities of the DRA over then last 10 years to assess the impact of those activities on significant
policy changes relating to the employment of Reservists over that time. Allied to this review, Dr Pamela Schulz provided an
interesting examination of Reservists globally and their strategic importance.
GPCAPT Tony Hindmarsh briefed the participants on the Joint Reserve Working Group review of the current employment package
for active Reservists and the future work to investigate options for employment package alternatives. In a second presentation he
outlined the work being undertaken to best utilise the Air Force Reserves to optimise delivery of a 5th Generation Air Force.
BRIG Mike Annett spoke about the increase in the strength of the Army Reserve due to lower separation rates and increased
recruiting, and implementation of initiatives on fatigue management of Reservists after arduous activities.
CDRE Mark Hill provided an update on the Naval Reserve, including that 40 recommendations of Project Bass have been implemented
with 5 recommendations to be delivered by Navy PERS Branch. Navy is also positioning its Reserve for full participation in emerging
capability.
Neil James from the Australia Defence Association ably chaired the four Open Forums that provided ample opportunity for
Conference participants to raise a wide range of issues affecting the Reserves with the speakers at the Conference.
Most of the presentations delivered at the Conference have been published in this edition of the Australian Reservist and are on
the DRA website. The remainder of the presentations will be published in the next edition of the Australian Reservist.
A special thank you goes to WO1 Warren Barnes for assisting in organising the Conference. Finally, I would like to thank RADM Kafer
for his assistance and advice on the conduct of the Conference. Planning for the 2019 DRA National Conference is well underway
and we intend to hold it on Saturday 17 August 2019 in Brisbane, so please put this date in your diary now.
An increasingly important function of the DRA is to provide support to veterans so I would like to bring to your attention Defence’s
website Engage ‘Supporting Those Who Serve’, that is designed to benefit current and former ADF members, their families and
those involved in their support. Engage connects users with free support from 45 not-for-profit service providers, charities,
Government agencies and other service providers offering services across over 770 locations throughout Australia. Engage enables
users to search for support and services based on a broad range of criteria including their needs, geographical location (local,
regional and national), and the support or services required. Individuals do not need to register to access Engage. For more
information see: https://engage.forcenet.gov.au/ or contact Engage.Admin@defence.gov.au.
With my best wishes
Paul Irving
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THE ORCHARD & BIG SKY PUBLISHING BOOK PRIZES FOR BEST ARTICLES
The Orchard Prize: In order to encourage the submission of high quality and interesting articles, Captain Malcolm
Orchard RFD ED (DRA SA Branch) initiated the Orchard Prize for the best published articles. There are potentially
two prizes each edition: one for the best article by an officer and a further prize for the best article by a noncommissioned officer or other rank. Also the editor-in-chief may award a prize for thought-provoking articles.
The Big Sky Publishing Book Prize: Big Sky Publishing (www.bigskypublishing.com.au)
generously offer a book prize for historically-themed articles.
The prize winners are chosen by the Editorial committee taking into account the relevance of the topic in
promoting Reserves, the overall quality of the article, the issues raised, the topicality and the perceived interest
level. The prize winners for this edition are:
COL Jenny Cotton and
LTCOL Mark Smith
both receive Looking
Forward Looking Back
- Customs & Traditions
of the Australian Army
by Christopher Jobson
(Big Sky Publishing) for
their most informative
articles on her
experience deploying on
Operation ACCORDION
and his report on Battle
Group Cannan showing
the capabilities of the
ARES.

Warrant Officer
Cameron Moore
receives ANZAC
Sons by Allison
Paterson (Big Sky
Publishing) for his
article ‘Observations
on Battle Group
Cannan’ which
looked at fitness and
equipment issues of
the Reserve Battle
Group during Exercise
Hamel 2017.

CALL FOR CONTRIBUTIONS
The Journal is published twice yearly, in April and October. Our aim is to have a quality publication that promotes
the interests of Reservists and the Australian Defence Force. Articles of interest include but are not restricted to:
reports from Reservists on operations, issues for debate, Reserve Policy, structural reforms, awards, current events,
Reservists in the news, historic articles with links to the Reserve, letters to the editor, relevant book reviews, etc.
Articles (preferably in electronic format - Word Format) should be sent to the editor c/- PO Box 7264 Point Cook,
VIC 3030 or if submitting by email send to peter.hicks5@bigpond.com Pictures should be submitted as separate highresolution JPEG format files or print quality originals. Articles for the April 2019 edition should be submitted by 10th
March. Early submission is greatly appreciated.

MEMBERSHIP ENQUIRIES
The Defence Reserves Association is a tri-service organisation with the aim of supporting the Australian Defence
Force and, in particular, promoting the interests and safeguarding the concerns of the Defence Reserve component
of the ADF. Further information can be found on the DRA website www.dra.org.au
Membership is open to all individuals and organisations with an interest in defence. Reservists, both retired and
current serving members, are welcome to join the DRA regardless of their membership of other associations.
Application for Membership should be made through the Secretary or Membership Officer of the appropriate State
Branch.
NSW:
PO BOX 1065 SINGLETON NSW 2330
dransw@dra.org.au
NT:
PO BOX 1091 DARWIN NT 0801
drant@dra.org.au
QLD:
PO Box 384 Everton Park QLD 4053
draqld@dra.org.au
SA:
20 Grevillea Drive BANKSIA PARK SA 5091
drasa@dra.org.au
TAS:
GPO Box 729 HOBART TAS 7001
dratas@dra.org.au
VIC:
PO Box 7264 POINT COOK VIC 3030
dravic@dra.org.au
WA:
21 Wattle Street SOUTH PERTH WA 6151
drawa@dra.org.au
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DEPLOYING ON OPERATION ACCORDION
Colonel Jenny Cotton
Director Army Reserve Training - Royal Military College - Australia
Introduction
As a long serving Reservist, I was privileged to be selected to deploy on operations as Director Support, Headquarters
Joint Task Force 633. When I was approached by my Career Advisor with an offer to deploy for 12 months in mid-2016,
I was fortunate that all the stars aligned in my personal life and civilian world which enabled me to excitedly accept
the challenge. I deployed from 14 March 2017 until 15 March 2018.
Operations in the Middle East
Australia has a relatively long
history of operating in the Middle
East Region. The Australian Defence
Force (ADF) has had an enduring
but small contribution to discrete
operations in the Middle East for
over 60 years. Since 1991 the ADF
has had a renewed commitment to
contribute to regional security in
the Middle East.
In 2002, the ADF established an
Australian National Headquarters
known as Headquarters Joint Task
Force 633 (HQJTF633) to exercise
command and control over deployed
ADF units operating in the Middle
East, Afghanistan and Iraq. In late
2008, HQJTF633 shifted to Camp
Baird and by late 2009 many units
had also consolidated at the base
following a rationalisation of the
Australian Defence Force footprint
in several bases throughout the
Gulf-States. This rationalisation also
COL Cotton (far left) with the HQJTF633 joint executive staff
shifted C130 air operations from
outside the HQ building.
Qatar, and consolidated logistics
and training activities and the National HQ into a purpose built facility - Camp Baird. Since 2009, Camp Baird has
been used as the main transport and logistics hub supporting operations in the Middle East Region, including support
for operations in Afghanistan, Iraq, and North East Africa.
Operation ACCORDION
Operation ACCORDION’s mission is to support the sustainment of ADF operations, enable contingency planning and
enhance regional relationships in the Middle East Region. Camp Baird is currently the Headquarters of the Joint Task
Force 633, and supports Australian operations in the Middle East including:
• Operation OKRA is the Australian Defence Force’s contribution to the international effort to combat the
Daesh (also known as ISIL) in Iraq and Syria.
• Operation HIGHROAD encompasses the ADF’s commitment to training, advising and assisting Afghanistan
security forces.
• Operation MANITOU is the Australian Government’s contribution to support international efforts to promote
maritime security, stability and prosperity in the region through a rotating RAN ship deployed to the
region.
• In addition to the host nation Forces, the base also hosts Defence Forces from the United Kingdom, United
States, New Zealand, Italy and the Netherlands.
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Camp Baird
Camp Baird is the main point of entry and exit for all Australian (and New Zealand)
personnel, equipment and stores throughout the Middle East Region. The base is
sectioned into different working and living accommodation for the host nation,
Australian and Coalition Forces. It is named after CPL Cameron Stewart Baird, VC
MG who was killed in action in 2013 in Uruzgan Provence, Afghanistan. He was
posthumously awarded the Victoria Cross for Australia in 2014 and his achievements
and medals are displayed at entrance of the camp mess. Camp Baird also provides the
messing facilities for all the other coalition nations, except the US Forces. Wombat
Hollow is the overflow living accommodation for transit personnel moving through
the Middle East Region. The base also has a gymnasium, beach volley ball court, and
accommodation blocks which are named after places in Australia such as Tamworth,
Learmonth, Perth and Garden Island to name a few. My home for the 12 months was
Oodnadatta and I decorated it with photos of my family and my Aussie Hero Quilt.
The quilt is the work of Jan Maree Ball and her team of quilters who generously make
an individual quilt for all members on deployment. Thank you to Jan and my quilter
Pennie from Adelaide, I loved my Game of Thrones quilt.
The Role of Director Support
The role of Director Support had been redefined just prior to my arrival to better balance the workload between the
Chief-of-Staff (COS) and Director Support (DIRSPT). This meant that I had oversight of ten enabling functions or the
logistical / enabling elements while the COS had all the ‘J’ staff and managed the operational side of the taskforce.
The ten different elements were:
•
Expeditionary airbase support
•
Logistic sustainment support
•
Joint movement support
•
Maritime logistics support
•
Engineering support
•
Theatre information management
•
Work health and safety advisor
•
Security advisor
•
Theatre pay and admin support
•
Contract management
The ADF had working accommodation for the Air Mobility Task Group who provided C130 air support for sustaining
forces deployed on Operations OKRA and HIGHROAD. The Force Support Element had warehousing, transport, RAEME
and terminal support and provided ground support for loading aircraft with supplies to go forward. They also had
oversight of the range complex. The range ensured that all members deploying were certified with their weapon prior
to deploying forward.
The largest element under my portfolio was the Expeditionary Airbase Operations Unit (EAOU) which provided all air
basing support. This included the providing PTI, chaplaincy, medical, psychological, pharmacy, messing services as
well as base security with the SECFLT manning the entrance 24 hours and patrols providing us with that continued
sense of safety.
It is important to note that while I did not have functional command of the 10 elements, through coordination,
collaboration and guidance, the units ensured that we could and did provide the highest quality logistic sustainment
for the Middle East Region.
Battle Rhythm
Arriving in country. There are two types of deployment movements: formed bodies which come and conduct relief
in place, and personnel on individual rotation – both embedded, and those personnel within the Headquarters JTF633
and the smaller units. Relief in place (RiP) are large logistical exercises requiring significant preparation and support
to insert and extract the troops. While Headquarters Joint Operations Command in Australia take responsibility for
all the preparation, once these formed bodies hit the ground, the ‘enablers’ go into action. The mess can feed up
to 1200 persons daily and house about the same number through the overflow accommodation at Wombat Hollow.
There is also a significant coordination element for service flights into Taji, Baghdad and Kabul for these large formed
bodies. Every flight requires re-fuellers and firefighters, Air Load Teams to build and transport the pallets of stores
and equipment, joint movement operators to coordinate the movement of personnel into and out of the country,
the visa coordination cell to ensure that everyone had the correct passport and visa, pay clerks to P-Track everyone
for pay purposes, operators to drive the forklifts, and the Q-Store store-personnel to prepare and load weapons and
ammunition. A regular logistical challenge which my teams met every time.
After arriving and moving through the immigration facility on base, all newcomers attend the Reception Staging
and Onforwarding (RSO) phase capably managed by a very small team of two (supplemented by the local logistic
unit) for 2.5 days. Apart from refreshing skills received at force preparation, the newcomers receive induction into
the JTF633 environment from the Commander JTF633 and each of the major sections to ensure that everyone can
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perform their role to the best of their ability. These two and a half days are filled with refreshers such as care of the
battle casualty, zeroing your weapon, kitting up with body armour, issue of equipment, visa and passport checks, pay
and administration. Those members deploying into Afghanistan and Iraq are then ready to go by service air. For those
remaining in Camp Baird, the handover of roles then commences.
Going home. Redeployment starts with an eviction notice from your living accommodation about six weeks prior to
going home. This starts the psychological process of preparing to going home, and getting all the admin in order.
About three weeks out, Camp Baird residents move into the transit lines so that their rooms can be deep-cleaned and
maintenance carried out in preparation for their replacement to move into the room on day-one in country. Return
to Australia medicals and psychological screenings are conducted in the last few days of deployment, handover notes
prepared and bags packed. As each replacement arrives two weeks before members redeploy to Australia, there is
about 10 days of handing over the duties, information and knowledge. Generally the last couple of days allows those
going home to do that last minute shopping at some of the spectacular malls in Dubai.
One of my fondest memories is the weekly Hails and Farewells conducted for the JTF HQ staff. Once a week, all the
new members that arrived the week before are welcomed and patched in (receive the HQJTF633 arm patch) by the
Commander. A medal parade is also conducted for members whose Australian Operational Service Medal – Greater
Middle East Operation had arrived. And then finally, those returning home are farewelled by the Commander and a
certificate of operational deployment presented.
Bag-Drag. The final part of going home is the pre-flight-home evening bag-drag. Although returning to Australia
happens only once each week, all luggage is X-rayed and packed onto pallets the night before. This meant that those
going home could only have a small backpack to take on the plane home, and this aspect was always complained
about. We worked with the British Forces who provided the X-ray machine and the operators to conduct the
screening. Several packets of Tim Tams were the preferred currency for this service. After the usual dangerous goods,
administration and pay briefs, all bags were taken to the X-ray machine for scanning and then loaded onto pallets
before being secured for the night prior to departure. This weekly activity required not less than 39 members of my
enabling teams to do this as quickly as possible. I reviewed this process on several occasions, to see if this could be
done on the actual morning of departure. Taking account of the impact on the 39 workers if the routine changed to
a morning shift commencing at 0200h, I decided that the small inconvenience to those going home did not outweigh
the battle rhythm.
Another highlight of the deployment was the farewelling of all troop going home on ROCL or returning to Australia
after their deployment finished. Commander JTF633 always made the time to thank each soldier, officer and APS
member for their service and to wish them well in their future careers.
The 3Ms – Mail, Medals and Movements
As part of my role of DIRSPT, I was fortunate to travel to all bases within the Middle East Region as well as meeting the
ship on Station, (HMAS Warramunga), in the historic and beautiful port Muscat in Oman. The main purpose of my visit
was to identify what sustainment issues there were and how they could best be resolved. It was clear that the three
Ms – Mail, Medals and Movements were always the
most significant issues.
While mail was delivered three times weekly to
the Dubai Mail centre, it was the distribution to
the outposts which presented a challenge. On
one occasion, mail to Kuwait was held up in the
diplomatic clearance centre because it exceeded
100 kgs. Being clever, the FSE Postie decided to
break the mail into smaller lots of about 40 – 50kgs
to move forward to Kuwait. But the host nation mail
centre decided that they could consolidate the ADF
mail into a single large consignment, which then
exceeded the limit of 100kg, and we were back to
negotiating with the Kuwaiti Mail Centre to release
the ADF mail. On a positive note, at Christmas
time ADF troops received 27,500 goodwill mail
packages from Australia. Everyone was amazed by
the generosity of the Australian public and their
goodies for the soldiers. My challenge was to
distribute as many packages forward to the troops
in Iraq, Baghdad and HMAS Warramunga, which
we achieved and all members were very grateful
COL Cotton being awarded the AOSM by MAJGEN John Frewen, AM
– THANK YOU AUSTRALIA for your generosity.
at the HQJTF633 Medal Parade
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Medals were another issue that needed careful management. The Medals Clerk was responsible for sending the
requisitions back to Australia for the Australian Operational Service Medal – Greater Middle East Operation, as soon
as the soldier had qualified after 30 days service in the country of deployment. And while 90 per cent of all medals
arrived about three months later, thus allowing medal parades to be held prior to returning to Australia, every so
often there would be a number of outstanding medals. This took significant priority, many phone calls and several
grey hairs to resolve. I was always proud of the group of clerks that spent their time making sure that we got the
medals, sometime flying medals in the day before the parade as high priority cargo.
The final M was movements from the operational sites back to Camp Baird for Relief Out of Country Leave (ROCL).
About 60 per cent of all deployed members returned to Australia for their mid-term leave. The other 40 per cent
took the opportunity to travel to other parts of the world and about half of these members sought assistance from
the movements-clerk to assist with their travel arrangements, including ground transport and concierge services
to match the air travel. But occasionally, through either poor weather or C130 availability, members missed their
connecting flights. While the movement’s clerk was magnificent in resolving these issues, there was always a tension
about making sure that all members got a chance to get away on ROCL and have time to recharge before returning
to their deployment duties.
My highlights
While I was deployed, there are some activities that stood out as memorable highlights:
•
Anzac Day 2017 at Camp Baird was both a solemn and uplifting experience. We were privileged to have
the then Prime Minister of Australia, the Honourable Malcolm Turnbull, visit us – I even managed to get a
selfie with him. The C130 which was perfectly timed to fly over at the end of the playing of reveille at the
ceremony demonstrating how good our pilots and airbase operators are.
•
Attending the sunset ceremonies for the soldiers and officers killed while on operations on the anniversary
of their death reminded us all of the sacrifice of the ADF and to always keep safety as a priority.
•
The collaborative work in greening the Australian base in Camp Baird, Wombat Hollow and other parts with
grass, trees and even flowers that made living in the MER more habitable and enjoyable.
•
The camaraderie of my colleagues in the Headquarters and their high work ethic to get the job done as well
as the after hours’ activities such as beach volleyball, Monday night trivia, payday raffles and PT.
•
Being able to attend the range regularly to improve my weapon handling skils under expert tutelage of
Senior Non-Commissioned Officers from the RAAF.
•
Raising $12,800 by all participants for the Shave for a Cure charity.
Conclusion
At any given time, between nine and eleven percent of personnel deployed on operations are Reservists. Opportunities
are presented as round-outs in formed bodies, such as the Force Support Element based upon the Combat Support
Service Battalions, or the Expeditionary Airbase Operations Unit for Airbase support. Other opportunities such as
embeds in the multi-national headquarters of Operation Resolute Support and the Joint Task Force Headquarters for
admin, pay, operations, logistics, engineers and movements operators are sometimes available. Most deployments
are for about six to eight months. Your career advisor can provide more information on what opportunities might be
available to you and fit with your personal circumstances.
My twelve months went quickly. While I was pleased to have had the opportunity to serve my country, I was also glad
to come home to my family. My experiences overseas will last forever and I will always treasure the mateship of those
that I worked with on deployment.
About the author
Colonel Jenny Cotton transferred to the Reserves in
1998 after 12 years in the full time army. She is
a Transport Corps Officer spending the majority of
her time in the field of Movements. Most recently,
COL Cotton has been posted as the Director Army
Reserve Training at Headquarters Royal Military
College – Australia. Previously she worked as the
Director Reserve Soldier Career Management – Army
and as COL Training on Headquarters 11th Brigade.
COL Cotton is an HR Director in her civilian job, with
the Department of Human Services.
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OBSERVATIONS ON EXERCISE TALISMAN SABRE (2017)
Warrant Officer Class One Cameron Moore
Regimental Sergeant Major - Battle Group Cannan
Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to highlight several key observations regarding the performance and equipment from
infantry soldiers within Battle Group Cannan in 2017. The expectation of infantry soldiers on the modern day battle
field can be summed up in the words of General Douglas MacArthur: ‘It is fatal to enter a war without the will to win
it’. The will to win (in this case) comes from the desire of the soldier to face adversity in a challenging environment
with new equipment that they have seldom used and a reliance to keep up with each other physically and mentally.
Battle Group Cannan consisted of 810 officers and soldiers with 392 other ranks (48.2% ) coming from the Royal
Australian Infantry Corps. Let us not forget the role upon which our infantry soldiers which is ‘to seek out and close
with the enemy, to kill or capture him, to seize and hold ground and repel attack, by day and night, regardless of
season, weather or terrain’. While the soldiers of the Battle Group came from 22 different units across three different
states of Australia their performance and equipment that they fought the battles with, remains similar to each other,
if not the same throughout the exercise. Fitness on the other hand was a whole different ball game altogether. While
fitness was an issue for the Battle Group, it (by no means) made an impact upon the soldiers in the first week of
concentration.
This paper will explore the physical fitness standards of the Battle Group soldiers before, during and after the
exercise. I will also make comment on the Soldier Combat Ensemble that the soldiers used during their lead-up
training and for the exercise. The paper’s purpose is to shed some light on the fitness of our Battle Group and the
serviceability of their Soldier Combat Ensemble that was used throughout.
Physical fitness standards
Lead up activities. The activities that the Commanding
Officer of the Battle Group advised the 22 external units
to conduct were the six-week lead-up training to the All
Corps Physical Employment Standards Assessment. Most of
the 22 units used this program for their soldiers as it was an
easy fit into their unit Program of Directed Activities. The
lead-up was designed to have the soldier used to carrying
out arduous tasks over a medial period of time under some
duress. In addition to the six-week program some units had
their solders wearing the Soldier Combat Ensemble for the
entirety of the Tuesday night parades and over most, if not
all, training weekends. This proved to be successful which
led to the overall success of the lead-up training periods that
were conducted.
Standard at the Mounting Base. The standard of the
soldier’s fitness at the mounting base was measured by using
simple and effective means such as 5km pack marches (DP1
carried), pack marches from a range to the front gate of the
range complex after a day of shooting (4km) and organised
physical training sessions wearing Soldier Combat Ensemble
(as a minimum) delivered by the Battle Group Physical
Fitness Instructor. Whilst most of these activities were
conducted by the majority to a good standard it was the
odd minority that were clearly not prepared for the task at
hand. These soldiers were the 10% who had difficulty with
the field component of the exercise. Albeit they were also
What level of fitness is required to carry this load?
the soldiers who complained about walking one km to and
from the mess at meal times. Overall the eye opener that the
soldiers got at the mounting base served them well during the next phase of their journey into Shoalwater Bay.
Standard during the activity. The extra physical exercise that the soldiers received at the mounting base served
to remind the minority that long distance advance to contacts are not a thing of the past. During the field training
exercise some soldiers were tasked to walk up to and sometimes past 10 km per day. On one occasion a soldier from
the Battle Group walked over 30 km (over a few days) with a Regular Army Battle Group. It is worth noting that the
soldier was not an Infantryman but rather a Combat Field Engineer.
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Protected Mobility. During the field exercise just over half of the Battle Group was mounted in protected mobility
vehicles. Some Battle Group call signs were mounted in troop carrying vehicles (UNIMOGs) for the duration – this
posed some protection complications; however, the issues will not be mentioned on this paper. Whilst the call signs
were mounted in different types of vehicles it did not affect their performance once the call signs dismounted. Most
of the Battle Group lived out of their vehicles for the first time in their military careers. This was an eye opener for
some of the soldiers as they realised that the fitness required of a mounted soldier is the same as that required for a
dismounted soldier. I am sure the take away for the soldiers was not to let their individual fitness standards drop to
an undesirable standard.
Lessons learned. While the lessons are wide and varied, I would say that the main lesson that was learned by all the
soldiers who attended the activity was to ensure that each soldier had been exposed to a robust physical training
regime. However, the key physical lead-up training (that was conducted by most of the 22 units) was in line with
the Physical Employment Standards Assessment. This regime proved to be well worth the effort as the soldiers were
generally fit and robust for the challenges that lay ahead of them.
Equipment
Equipment carriage. The equipment carried by the infantry soldiers was the new Soldier Combat Ensemble Tier-2 and
Tier-3 sets, which also included the new EF88. The new equipment was (in large) issued to the soldiers well in advance
of deploying on the exercise. The reason for the advanced issue was to allow the soldiers to get used to wearing and
operating the new equipment, thus giving them a slight advantage over the
previous iterations of the Battle Group. To my knowledge past iterations also
had issues with soldiers equipment from standardisation to modernisation.
The amount of time the soldiers had to train on the EF88 was deemed (by the
soldiers) to be of an acceptable amount – including time spent on the range
prior to arrival at the Mounting Base. Overall the soldiers were very happy
with the new equipment that they received to train and exercise with. The
only complaint that surfaced related to the number of pouches inherent with
the Soldier Combat Ensemble Tiers – two decent (large) sized bags (black and
green) and the pack and pack frame. It is to be noted that the pack frames
had a design flaw that was rectified prior to Exercise Hamel/Talisman Sabre
AusSteyr EF88 Tier 2 dismounted
(TS) 17.
rifleman’ configuration with enhanced
Serviceability. While the Soldier Combat Ensemble and EF88 were brand new
day sight, image intensifier system,
pieces of equipment it did not stop concerns regarding serviceability. This
forward grip (with bipod), visual
illuminating device, one o’clock offset may be seen as a moot point however, after a few weekends in the field and a
rail and laser-aiming illumination and few litres of sweat the new equipment’s Velcro ending up fraying. After a few
ranging device.
training sessions some soldiers found that their latest and greatest equipment
was starting to get a bit on the soiled side. The main issue that was raised
related to the Velcro not sticking properly whilst under combat load; the issue of fraying was brought up but discounted
due to machining of the pouches. It is valid
to note the Velcro did not fail enough to be
considered to be a major issue, but rather
a developing concern over the expected
life-span of the Soldier Combat Ensemble.
Standard Operating Procedure (wearing).
This is an interesting point, while there is
a valid Standing Operating Procedure on
how to wear the Soldier Combat Ensemble
there is not a standard procedure for what
to wear. Every task within an operation is
different. Therefore, it could be argued
that different configurations of the Soldier
Combat Ensemble should be set up ready
to deploy with. Because of the lack of
direction it was found that every soldier
had a different idea on how the Soldier
Combat Ensemble should be worn. This
The various Soldier Combat Ensemble Field packs
can be attributed to the following:
there are too many pouches for
•
the soldier to choose from (confusing),
direction on what to wear was not considered by the commanders (task dependant), and
•
consideration was not given to mounted versus dismounted roles and tasks.
•
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Design. The design of the Soldier Combat Ensemble configurations was a pleasing factor amongst the majority of the
infantry soldiers. While most of the soldiers had purchased a SWORD ensemble in the past or have used the Tiered
Body Armoured System previously, they all were accustomed to using the style of body armour issued. Very few
of the soldiers had not experienced either system
previously. Out of these soldiers it is fair to say that
the majority approved of the design and function of
the equipment issued.
Lessons learned. The early roll out and issue of
the Soldier Combat Ensemble Tiers was certainly an
excellent regime to follow and to continue to occur.
Having the soldiers put their hands onto and train
confidently with the EF88 early was also a bonus
that should be carried on into the future. The only
real lesson to be taken into account would be the
implementation of a standard way of wearing the
new Soldier Combat Ensemble equipment. This
would take away the bushman’s visual effect of
our soldiers that others tend to see. The bushman’s
effect is the optical that a unit can look like an
unorganised military force rather than a professional
Australian Army soldier combat ensemble’s Tier 0—Heavy outfit that the soldiers belong to. A soldier in our
equipment replacing the H-Harness belt-rig webbing, will nation’s Army not only needs to act in a certain way,
but they need to look professional, not only in the
be basic issue for all soldiers
barracks environment but most importantly in the
field environment. Also, the soldier needs to feel comfortable with the equipment that he or she is wearing around
our Coalition Partners at home and abroad. This will be easily achieved by having a simple (and effective) standard
operating procedure for wearing the Soldier Combat Ensemble equipment.
Conclusion
Overall (and from the soldier’s point of view) the physical fitness and equipment standards of the participants for the
exercise were of a very good standard throughout the Battle Group. The lead-up training that was conducted (both
physical and equipment issues) met the expectations of the commanders and soldiers alike. Using the six week leadup training program to the All Corps Physical Employment Standards Assessment was of great benefit to not only the
infantry but to all who participated in the training event.
Recommendations
In support of the next iteration of Battle Group Cannan and to set up the framework for future success, it is
recommended that:
a. As a minimum the six week lead-up training to the All Corps Physical Employment Standards Assessment be
maintained and if possible, raised to the Combat Arms Physical Employment Standard. This standard should be
used as a tool to indicate who is ready for deployment on the exercise and should be reported using the Force
Assurance Status Report.
b. At the earliest possible opportunity issue the soldiers with (all of) their equipment, which should be maintained
and encouraged to be utilised on every training activity. Soldiers need to be qualified on the EF88 and ancillary
equipment as early as possible in order to allow the soldier to operate the equipment effectively and with
confidence. Using a variety of range practices will assist in building confidence with the weapon and ancillary
equipment.
c. A directive from the Battle Group Commanding Officer be put in place regarding the requirements for the
standing operating procedure on how and what to wear with the Soldier Combat Ensemble. The ensemble
provides enough scope for at least three full sets of different types of configurations. With a directive in place
this may alleviate the issue of the optical of a bushman’s effect. Policing of such a directive will come down to
the individual units within the Battle Group Order of Battle.
About the author
Warrant Officer Moore is currently the RSM of 25/49 RQR located in Greenbank. He has 27 years of military experience,
including three operational tours of duty. Warrant Officer Moore has served throughout the Royal Australian Infantry
Corps and has instructed at various military schools including RMC-D. He is married to Rachelle and together they
have five adult children and four grandchildren. He enjoys keeping fit, reading and AFL.
Note: This article was originally published in the 2017 Sanananda Papers, the professional journal of the 25th/49th
Battalion, Royal Queensland Regiment, to highlight several key observations regarding the performance and equipment
from infantry soldiers within Battle Group Cannan in 2017 and is reprinted with permission of the CO.
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REINFORCING BATTLE GROUP CANNAN
THE BULLET FIRED FROM THE 2ND DIVISION’S GUN
Lieutenant Colonel Mark Smith
Commanding Officer - Battle Group Cannan
Introduction
In 2011 the Australian Government, through its Defence White Paper, directed Army to fully implement Plan Beersheba
– causing a reorientation of Army’s force structure and posture across Australia. For the Army Reserve, this furthered
its move away from being a Strategic Mobilisation Base to a more operationally focused Reserve. In large measure, Plan
Beersheba was designed to account for increased strategic uncertainty and a high tempo of operations. Consequently,
the Army Reserve was expected to be used more frequently, more globally, across a greater range of tasks and in
larger numbers.
One of the specific changes of Plan Beersheba, was the 2nd Division’s requirement to force generate three Reinforcing
Battle Groups – specifically designed to complement each of Army’s three Combat Brigades through the provision
of a Light Infantry Battle Group and additional capabilities including an Engineer Squadron, Cavalry elements and
Civil Military Cooperation Team. The three Reinforcing Battle Groups are each maintained at a specific degree of
readiness – aligned with the three-year force generation cycle, being RESET (individual training focus), READYING
(collective training focus) and READY (deploying on operations, international engagement and maintaining collective
skill levels).

Commander Forces Command, Major General Gus McLachlan, thanks the 810 soldiers of Battle Group Cannan for their
efforts at the Shoalwater Bay Training Area during Exercise Talisman Sabre. The Queensland-based 11th Brigade and
Western Australian-based 13th Brigade are the main contributors to Battle Group Cannan which was named after Major
General James Cannan, the 11th Brigade commander during World War 1

Each of the Reserve Reinforcing Battle Groups are truly ‘bullets fired from the Second Division’s gun’; they are
the single largest manifestations of the Second Division’s specified force generation obligations and require close
coordination between the Second Division, the contributing Reserve Brigades and the ultimate recipient of the force
– the relevant Combat Brigade. In particular, critical enablers of the Battle Group comprising Protected Mobility
Vehicles and signals equipment such as Battle Management System computers and associated radios, require the full
support of the entire Division as these scarce assets are shifted around Australia.
Battle Group Cannan
On the 31st of July 2018, Battle Group Cannan demounted as Army’s ‘READY’ Reinforcing Battle Group to the 3rd
Brigade, handing this responsibility to Battle Group Waratah to reinforce the 7th Brigade. The moment marked the
culmination of over two years of hard work during the READYING and an extended READY period.
During this 25-month period, 11 and 13 Brigade, with the support of the 2nd Division Collective Training Team and 3
Brigade, developed foundation warfighting skills through demanding training and exercises conducted in the field, in
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the simulation centre and in the classroom (both in Australia and overseas). This included warfighting seminars, 3 Bde
TEWT week and even sending personnel to participate in TEWTs in Papua New Guinea. 11 and 13 Brigade provided
support into every 3rd Brigade Unit and trained to conduct a wide range of tactical tasks – including rear-area security,
stability and security operations, Air Mobile operations, Combat Team attack, and Battle Group advance to contact.
Exercise Talisman Sabre (Hamel) 17
In July 2017, 11 and 13 Brigade force-generated and evaluated
860 personnel, comprising a Reserve Battle Group of some 810
personnel (with attached Engineers, Cav Scouts and CIMIC)
in support of the 3rd Brigade during Exercise Talisman Sabre
(Hamel) 17. This exercise was described by BRIG Chris Field
(Commander 3 Brigade 2016-2017) as: ‘the most complex
combined-joint-coalition exercise conducted anywhere in the
world in 2017 – and the most technologically advanced exercise
that the Australian Defence Force has ever undertaken’.
Following the successful evaluation of Battle Group Cannan
and 11 and 13 Brigade’s associated library of capabilities, the
paired Brigades entered the READY year, which saw over 320
personnel (the majority of whom were Reserve members)
selected and deployed on operations around the world; in
Battle Group Cannan’s Plans Cell briefs LTCOL Jules
Afghanistan, Iraq, Sinai, Sudan, Border Protection duties and McElhinney of the British Army about their upcoming BG
in support of the Commonwealth Games.
attack during EX SUMAN WARRIOR.
International engagement activities
Battle Group Cannan has been privileged to participate in a number of international engagement activities, working
alongside forces from Papua New Guinea, Japan, New Zealand, the United States Army, the United States Marine
Corps and the British Army. Additionally, the Battle Group was selected to represent Australia during Exercise Suman
Warrior in England, working with troops from Singapore, Malaysia, United Kingdom and New Zealand in a demanding
Command Post Exercise, conducting joint land combat against a new series of notional enemy threats as part of the
recently introduced Decisive Action Training Environment (DATE).
Moving from READY to RESET
At the conclusion of the READY phase, 11, 13 and 3 Brigade enter RESET: focusing on individual skill development to
continue improving the technical and tactical competence of its members, and set the conditions for an even more
capable Battle Group in 2020. The Battle Group’s performance over the past two years has validated Army’s ability
to generate and maintain a Reinforcing Battle Group for two years, from across Australia. The keys to our success
were stable key appointments within the Battle Group, tremendous support from across the Second Division and an
integrated and well-developed mounting procedure shared by 11, 13 and 3 Brigade.
Conclusion
Each of the Battle Groups in the Force Generation Cycle
are demonstrating continual improvement, setting
new benchmarks for Army Reserve capabilities, thus
enabling future success for those who follow. They have
set the standard for interoperability between full and
part-time forces; representing an investment in the
Army Reserve that will pay dividends for years to come.
As Battle Group Cannan has now entered RESET, its
counterpart, Battle Group Waratah enters READY and
will provide the bulk of Reserve forces for operations
over the next 12 months. We should be confident that
the Reinforcing Battle Group concept has matured, and
that the ‘READY’ Reinforcing Battle Group is capable
and ready to carry out any mission required of it by the
Army, the Government, and the people of Australia.
CAPT Jason Tuffley, of 25th/49th Battalion, Royal Queensland
Regiment, CAPT Danielle Day of the 11th Engineer Regiment, Note: This article is adapted from CO BATTLE GROUP
and CAPT Nick Devereaux, of the 141st Signals Squadron, at- CANNAN Order of the Day 31 July 2018 (UNCLASS).
tend a brief with Commander 3rd Brigade, BRIG Chris Field,
Regimental Sergeant Major– Army, WO Don Spinks, and Chief of
Army, LTGEN Angus Campbell, in the Battle Group Cannan command post during Exercise Talisman Sabre 17
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NEW AWAKENINGS FOR VETERANS AND THEIR FAMILIES
Chaplain Gary Stone
Veterans Care Association
Introduction
For the past few years the Veterans Care Association (VCA), based in Brisbane, have been working on front line
veteran rehabilitation, supporting many hundreds of clients and their families. VCA’s tactical objective is to improve
the health and wellbeing of the veterans they engage with daily, but their strategic objective has been to model and
improve the systemic way Veterans Health is managed, moving it from the current ‘treating sickness’ model to a
‘promoting wellness’ model. All of the VCA team are seasoned veterans who have experienced the good and bad of
what is currently on offer and they have put together a best practice veteran friendly service.

The VCA Leadership Team

Chaplain Gary Stone, a veteran of some 48 years service, (having served 33 years in the Regular Army and 15 years in
the Army Reserve), and his son Michael, a veteran of 20 years service, lead a group of veteran clinicians and support
carers engaging with ill and injured veterans in peer support, encouragement, holistic health education, and life
coaching. The team at VCA are all current or former Reservists.

Timor Awakening 5 Arrives in Deli
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Many veterans are not responding well to the so called “Gold standard” of medication and cognitive/exposure
therapy. At a recent Post Traumatic Stress conference in Brisbane it was reported that perhaps one in three veterans
are actually getting worse from the clinical treatments they are getting. All the clients VCA are seeing are making
significant improvements, as they open up and respond to fellow veterans, who encourage them.
VCA currently provides a comprehensive peer support, health and wellbeing education programme, engaging
disengaged veterans and educating them on health and wellbeing possibilities and/ or getting them into clinical
therapy before they become acute cases requiring hospitalisation. They utilise a front line team of chaplains and
peer supporters, all very experienced former military officers, and a second row of doctors, nurses, psychologists,
and social workers who advise both staff and clients.

Life coaching at Balibo - sharing experiences

The Timor Awakening Programme
VCA’s flagship activity is the nine-month “Timor Awakening” (TA) rehabilitation program, involving three months
preparation, a 12-day immersion in East Timor along with Timorese veterans and a six month follow up period. With
the support of 20 veteran volunteer staff members, VCA have now conducted five of these programmes involving 125
participants, and intend running two more programmes in 2018. In Timor they get a “mountaintop experience’ – a
circuit breaker awakening that their lives can improve, and they find new purpose and identity.
The detailed evaluation data VCA have collected and had externally analyzed by clinical psychologists and medical
officers, presents solid evidence that the program is significantly reducing symptoms of stress, anxiety and depression
in all participants, and conversely improving quality of life. These results are being sustained over the long term,
through regular follow up, and the participation by many participants in “Life Coaching” offered by veteran Michael
Albrecht.
TA-alumni are engaging and assisting with service organisations (especially the RSL) and are making positive
contributions to the veteran community and society. Noteworthy is the case of TA 2 participant, a 15-year Navy
veteran who has recently given public testimony in the Catholic Leader newspaper (circulation 33,000 nationwide) of
her coming to VCA in a state of deep depression and drug addiction, and subsequent to TA has been rehabilitated and
has recently returned to East Timor walking 160 km from Dili to Betano conducting a health clinic in every village en
route. “I am now inspired. I have purpose. I feel alive and I look forward to many opportunities ahead.”
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Another significant outcome has been the mutual support given to the Timorese veterans and Government of East
Timor in progressing veteran support initiatives. The recently elected Prime Minister Mari Alkitiri hosted the TA5 group
in his office, and heard first hand from VCA staff on what his Government could be doing to enhance veteran support.
This occurred simultaneously with the Governments release of a 40 minute documentary on the TA experience that
has been shown nationally in Timor. VCA have produced the two short videos on Youtube and are currently working on
a professional documentary with interviews of participants. See:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mjj0NKoegkw&t=8s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ndyyzl5ZlBs&t=194s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MmVmoiRAxpw

Memorial service at Balibo
VCA wishes to continue to offer the TA experiences. They have more applicants than they can support, but their
capacity for veteran support is significantly diminished by the time and effort they must put into fundraising. The
programmes delivered to date have been made possible largely through the Sponsorship of RSL Queensland and RSL
Care. Further sponsorships and donations are most welcome. Comprehensive information on this work is available at
www.veteranscare.com.au
Conclusion
Defence has given many of us extensive training in leadership, training and development, to be able to design and
deliver these programmes. Healing our struggling veterans is an honourable task for us as veterans to be engaged in.
Experienced veterans can care for younger veterans in ways that civilian clinicians can’t. Younger veterans trust us
and can be led into new lives because they know we understand them and we care. The deepest issues for veterans are
not psychiatric, but rather they relate to identity, dignity, purpose and connection. We can offer the empowerment
for these to be rediscovered and realized.
About the author
Gary Stone served 25 years as an infantry officer in the Army, before ordination as a married Deacon in 1994. Since
then he has served as an Army Reserve and police chaplain, has led extensive humanitarian ministries in Timor Leste,
and is now chaplain to the ex-service community in SEQLD. Gary has been married to Lynne for over 43 years and they
have four adult children and three grandchildren.
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UNLEASHING BARBARA - A CASE FOR RE-EQUIPPING ARMY RESERVE ARTILLERY
Lieutenant David Box
Battery Captain 5/11 Light Battery
Introduction
The defining characteristic of field artillery over the last century has been ‘firepower mobility’ of indirect fire. Given
effective command and control, any target within range can be engaged, thus providing batteries with a large area of
influence. Through careful placement on the ground, multiple batteries can successfully engage the same or several
targets simultaneously in the same area of operations. It is arguably the most lethal form of land-based armament
and as Napoleon said ‘God fights on the side with the best artillery.’
Throughout the years the Army Reserve Artillery has filled the critical gap within the Australian Army’s indirect
weapons capability, operating the 105mm L5 pack Howitzer, the 105mm M2A2 towed Howitzer and the 105mm L118
Light Gun for the majority of its recent history, while the Regular artillery regiments operated heavier guns (M198
and now M777). Under the Land 17 programme the Reserve had the 105mm L118 Light gun replaced with the 81mm
F2 Mortar. Using this system the Reserve Artillery provides organic firepower to the Reinforcing Battle Group under
Plan Beersheba.
Impact of the switch to mortars
This switch from guns to medium mortars has significantly reduced the indirect firepower capabilities of the Reserve
Artillery. Although the mortar system is extremely effective regarding ‘firepower mobility’, the 81mm is not a suitable
replacement for the L118. This in turn limits the ability to provide effective fire support when integrated with
Regular Brigades in accordance with Plan Beersheba. As result the Australian Army lacks effective depth with regard
to indirect fire. In order to increase the Army’s effect and control of the battlespace, depth needs to be created to
counter the challenges posed on the modern battlefield. This article will examine two particular systems: the 120mm
mortar and the L118 and compare them to the current 81mm mortar.
Characteristics of Mortars
Mortars are distinguished from other indirect fire support systems by their capability to sustain a higher rate of fire
utilizing a variety of different ammunition types. Mortars are easily detectable due to the distinctive flash and noise
when fired. They are extremely vulnerable to detection from weapon-locating radars as a result of the long time
of flight, high trajectory and slow velocity of the ammunition. Whilst conducting missions mortar troops/platoons
are generally not capable of simultaneously defending themselves and rely on sections of infantry to provide all
round protection. The current mortar system employed is the F2 81mm mortar with an effective range out to 5650m
operated by a crew of three. The effective killing radius of the HE round is 35m and crews are able to sustain a rate
of fire up to 16 rounds per minute. In Regular infantry battalions the mortar is primarily man-packed, resulting in
additional personnel being required to carry ammunition. However, they can very easily be deployed from a variety
of other agencies such as helicopters, light skinned and armoured personnel vehicles.
The 105mm L118 Light Gun
On the other hand the 105mm L118 Light Gun has an effective range out to 17.2 km with an extended range out to
20.6 km utilising a base bleed ammunition, with an effective killing radius of 80m. However, the crew size is larger
requiring 5–7 personnel and has a significantly lower sustained rate of fire at 8 rounds per minute. The L118 is an
easily manoeuvrable and effective weapon in mountainous terrain and can be readily deployed by Chinook helicopter
or by vehicle. However, the equipment and the vehicles required to operate thee L118s presented a significant
maintenance liability and cost, ultimately causing their retirement.
The 81mm Mortar
Compared to the L118, the 81mm mortar is less sophisticated, more easily manoeuvred and can sustain a higher
rate of fire making it more effective than the L118 in times of ‘firepower mobility’. However, the range presents
a significant capability gap. In order to increase the effect of indirect fire in the battlespace depth needs to be
acquired. With Regular infantry battalions using the 81mm mortar it makes it redundant to have dedicated artillery
batteries using the same system. In order to remove the capability gap and increase the effect of indirect fire in the
battlespace the Reserve artillery needs to be upgraded from the F2 81mm mortar
The M327 120mm Towed Mortar.
The M327 is an extended range mortar system which can provide all-weather, ground-based, close supporting, accurate,
immediately responsive, and lethal indirect fires. In addition, it is capable of engaging an increased spectrum of
point and area targets included motorised, light armoured, dismounted personnel, C2 systems and other indirect fire
systems. The M327 combines the simplicity and firepower of a mortar with the precision and range of field artillery.
In addition, it can be towed across all types of terrain or inserted by helicopter and can be easily extracted enabling
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quick movement to avoid counter battery fire. With regard to ammunition, the M327 offers a significantly larger
range of ammunition types including precision guided rounds. These rounds have the capability to accurately hit
targets on reverse slopes by shaping the trajectory using fins and canards. Such rounds are able to fall within two to
ten metres of the target. Standard rounds on the other hand are able to damage well-constructed fortifications.
When compared to the 81mm mortar, the
120mm mortar has an extended range
of 8.2 km out to 16 km, with rocket
propelled ammunition and has a larger
effective kill radius of 76m. However, the
sustained rate of fire is less at 10 rounds
per minute and it requires a larger crew of
five. In terms of ‘firepower mobility’ the
M327 surpasses both the 81mm and the
L118 and provides greater depth to the
indirect battlespace. With a higher rate of
fire, similar effective kill radius, smaller
crew and greater mobility, the 120mm
towed mortar is the perfect solution to
fill the gap between the F2 81mm mortar
and the M777 155mm Howitzer. There is
however an increase in cost per round:
an 81mm round costs US$50, while the
120mm costs US$100. This is cheaper
than a 105mm round at US$225. Overall
it is a cheaper alternative to the L118.
Members of 5/11 Light Battery conducting drills on the
M777 155mm Howitzer

Currently the Reserve artillery employs the 81mm mortar in a mounted capacity using both Unimogs and G-wagons.
A switch to the M327-120mm mortar would not significantly affect vehicle allocation.
What capability should 9th Regiment RAA provide?
According to the US Marine Corps Joint doctrine ‘the primary purpose of joint targeting is to integrate and synchronise
all weapon systems and capabilities.’ With respect to Plan Beersheba it is evident that the synchronisation of artillery
is important to determine the appropriate system or capability to affect the target tactically. With only two indirect
weapon systems this decision becomes more difficult. However, if the Reserve Artillery is not re-equipped, what
becomes of us? Once the hype of the move to the 9th Regiment RAA dies down, what capability do we really provide,
considering we will no longer be organic with the Reinforcing Battle Group. Following the US Marine Corps Joint
Doctrine, by incorporating the mortar troop with gun batteries as local defence, we would be synchronising weapon
systems whilst providing crucial support to the guns. This would go well with the increase in M777 Gun number
qualified Reserve personnel, which aims to backfill the Regular artillery units. This would increase the combat
effectiveness of the Regular units and will be able to provide mutual local defence.
Conclusion
As the Reserve Artillery over the coming month’s transitions to the 9th Regiment RAA it is important to review the
effect and capability of the force and how it can best integrate with the Regular Brigades. In order to provide the
required capability the Reserve must transition from the 81mm to the 120mm mortar. This will fill the current
capability gap between the 81mm mortar and the M777 155mm Howitzer, and create further depth to the indirect
battlespace. Finally looking to the future, the Reserve should receive the M142 High Mobility Artillery Rocket System
(HIMARS) due to the low maintenance and crew requirements. This in turn will further increase the capability of the
Reserve artillery and allow for more effective integration with the Regular Brigades in accordance with the intent of
Plan Beersheba.
About the author
Lieutenant David Box joined the Army Reserve in 2013 and graduated from the Royal Military College Duntroon in
2015. He is currently posted to 5/11 Light Battery, 25th/49th Bn RQR as the Battery Captain and Mortar Line Officer.
Outside of the Army Reserve he is studying Mechanical Engineering at the University of Queensland.
Notes This article was first published in the 2017 Sanananda Papers - the professional journal of the 25th/49th
Battalion, Royal Queensland Regiment is republished with permission of the CO.
Saint Barbara is the patron saint of Artilleryman. She is invoked against thunder and lightning and all accidents arising
from explosions of gunpowder. Unleashing Barbara is unleashing the Reserve Artillery’s firepower potential.
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SOUTH VIETNAM 1967 - A CMF OBSERVER REMEMBERS
Colonel John Coulson OAM RFD ED (Retd)
DRA Victoria
Introduction
I was out in my shed culling fifty years of accumulated documents and useless memorabilia when I chanced on a
document I hadn’t seen for at least thirty years – it was a copy of my formal report to CO MUR following my visit
to South Vietnam in April 1967. My goodness that is almost fifty years ago – my generation of CMF (Citizen Military
Force) /Reserve officers will now be in their sixties and seventies and current Reservists probably have little or no
comprehension of life in the part time army back in the 1960s and 70s.
The purpose of this string of reminisces is dual – to remind my colleagues of the ‘good old days’ and more importantly
to shine some light on the service conditions of the 1960s and 70s for current Reservists.
The CMF in the 1960s
We were the generation after the Second World War and a dear friend the late LTCOL Ted Lynes described us as the
Third AIF. As young soldiers and junior officers, our instructors were often World War Two and Korean War veterans.
We grew up in the era of the Cold War and our tactics were dictated in part by the threat of nuclear attack. The CMF
and ARA battalions had been re-organized into 1500 strong Pentropic units.
Our Regular Army colleagues had already been deployed in the Malaysian Emergency (1955-63) and were currently in
the Indonesian Confrontation (1963-66) so our tactics and doctrine changed to a tropical / jungle environment. Our
uniforms went from khaki to jungle green and our gaiters changed from short anklets to longer black jungle gaiters
albeit still with boots AB (with the concurrent benefit of getting rid of blanco). The .303 Lee Enfield rifle had been
replaced by the FN 7.62mm SLR while the Bren gun had become the GPMG M60.
In 1962 Australia became involved in the war in South Vietnam (SVN) with the deployment of the Australian Army
Training Team-Vietnam (AATTV) followed later by 1RAR in 1965. Young CMF officers and soldiers saw this war as
the regeneration of the CMF after the disastrous experiment of the Pentropic era. Surely the government would
mobilize us to serve alongside the three battalion strong Regular Army especially as the latter was still involved in the
denouement of Malaysia and Indonesia.
National Service
In 1964 the federal government decided to adopt the National Service alternative rather than mobilize the CMF, in
part as the Defence Act dating back to 1903, prevented the CMF from serving outside Australia territory. Nevertheless
in 1965 the same Defence Act was amended to allow National Servicemen to serve in South Vietnam alongside
the Regular Army. In 1966 5RAR and 6RAR which included hundreds of national servicemen, deployed to Phouc Tuy
Province. With them went some CMF members who had volunteered for full time duty.
Opportunity to observe military operations
Other CMF officers took up the opportunity to visit South Vietnam when the opportunity arose. In 1966 I was serving
in MUR as a Captain and like many of my colleagues I applied for … “an attachment on continuous full-time duty of
about 14 days to gain experience through observation of activities of military operations”.
My application was successful and I received the following from Canberra in late 1966. “You have been selected to
visit South Vietnam on attachment as an observer to 5RAR for a period of approximately two weeks.”
“Members on short term visits to South Vietnam are not allotted for special duty. However, benefits under the
Repatriation (SOS) Act are provided (even though no allotment for special duty has been made) when a member
dies or suffers a disability as a result of action by hostile forces whilst outside Australia. Any other disability is
compensable under the Commonwealth Employees’ Act.”
Conditions of Service
Current Reservists might note the contrast in conditions of service for overseas deployment with today. Indeed it was
1998 – thirty years later - that CMF officers who had been to SVN as observers were legally accorded veteran status.
The debate had centered on the definition of continuous full time service. As it turned out this cohort had been
eligible for veterans’ entitlements since 1986 but few were aware of this. In my case Ted Lynes had to remind me as
I approached my seventieth birthday that I was eligible for a DVA Gold Card!
Deployment to SVN
Deployment to SVN in the 1960s as a CMF observer didn’t include any training or physical preparation. In my case
I attended the Southern Command Personnel depot at Watsonia for a medical and to receive an identification card
(what a youthful face as I look at it nowadays).
In early April 1967 I flew to Richmond RAAF Base NSW where a group of observers from Victoria, South Australia and
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NSW gathered. The flight to South Vietnam was the routine RAAF Hercules resupply flight via Darwin, Butterworth and
finally Saigon. A Caribou flight took us to the Task force logistics base at Vung Tau where we were briefed on current
operations and advised as to security and personal behavior towards the local people.
A short Iroquois flight took me to Nui Dat where I was greeted by the adjutant 5RAR, introduced to the CO LTCOL Warr
and told that I was attached to B Coy as the acting 2IC for my two week tour as the incumbent was about to leave
for Hong Kong on recreation leave.
On the ground
I mention the following incident to illustrate that CMF observers often experienced the rigors and dangers of the
battlefield.
The company was out in the field helping to
construct the infamous barrier fence across the
province designed to separate the Viet Cong from
the villages that supplied them with food.
I was taken under the fatherly guidance of the
CSM and CQMS and issued with my first pair of GP
boots, an SLR with live ammunition and a sand
bag of US Army C rations. The CSM kindly loaned
me his 9mm Browning pistol some time later as
he felt I looked a little awkward walking around
with the rifle when visiting local villages as part
of the “Winning Hearts and Minds” program. (I had
brought my webbing and personal gear with me).
Thirty minutes later I was in a rice-paddy meeting
my new boss having accompanied the CSM on a
re-supply flight.
Sometime later while enjoying some water melon
provided by a local village headman, an explosion
occurred several hundred metres from Coy HQ
and the OC sent the medical orderly and me by
Casevac Helicopter in action - SVN 1967
landrover to investigate. 2LT Kerry Rinkin OC 4
PL had been briefing his men on the day’s work
schedule when he set off a massive anti-tank round booby trap sustaining horrendous injuries. When we arrived the
platoon was standing around in disbelief and were unable to offer immediate assistance due to the possibility of other
booby traps in the vicinity. We put his broken body on a dust-off helicopter after the immediate area was cleared by
a mine detector team. Sadly he died several hours later. (His unaccompanied coffin was on my Hercules flight back to
Australia and I felt I was escorting his body back to his family in Taree NSW – another example of how protocols and
procedures have changed in the past fifty years).
My OC sent me by another dust-off helicopter to Vung Tau as escort for the PL SGT who had lapsed into shock. (B Coy
had sustained heavy casualties on 21st February when APCs hit mines and booby traps killing nine and wounding 22
others including the former company commander). I bummed a ride back to Nui Dat with dental officer CAPT Jim
Hoggart, a former colleague from MUR.
Another aspect of soldier management that has thankfully improved is the concept of depression or PTSD following
military operations. In 2005 Chief of Army LTGEN Peter Leahy instigated studies that gave rise to the “decompression”
period introduced by the Army. This procedure has also been adopted for Reservists returning from overseas deployment
such as Op Anode.
When I landed back in Australia following my two weeks in South Vietnam, it was back to work at school the next day
– in my case teaching form 4 geography. “Gee sir! Have you really been to Vietnam?”
Conclusion
629 CMF officers visited South Vietnam and were not deemed eligible for the Vietnam Medal that was established on
8 June 1968. However they were subsequently awarded the Vietnam Logistic and Support Medal that was established
on 24 February 1993. This medal was established to recognise those who had served in Vietnam during the time of
the Vietnam War for relatively short periods of time in support of Australian operations and who had not received
any recognition for that service. These officers also became eligible for the Active Service Medal (Vietnam) that was
approved in 1997.
Today Reservists receive the same campaign medals as their full time colleagues following overseas deployments and
in actual fact it is now difficult to distinguish between full and part time elements of the Army. Things have certainly
changed since the 1960s.
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CROSSING THE BLUE LINE
Sergeant Mark Doran
Army News
Introduction
Four Army Reservists, who normally walk the thin blue line, are using their enhanced people skills as members of
Task Group Afghanistan. The soldiers, who are deployed on Operation Highroad, are officers with the Queensland
Police Service (QPS), but at Camp Qargha near Kabul they are working as mentors at the Afghan National Army Officer
Academy (ANAOA) or as members of the Force Protection Element (FPE). Operation Highroad is the ADF’s commitment
to NATO’s Resolute Support train, advise and assist mission. About 300 ADF personnel are deployed. The work of
the mentors at ANAOA is enhancing the Afghan National Security Forces in their role as the lead for the security of
Afghanistan.
They are Australian Army Reservists and Queensland Police Service officers: Private Mitchell Harris (Plain Clothes
Constable, Criminal Investigation Branch, Maryborough), of the 9th Battalion, Royal Queensland Regiment (9RQR);
Captain Jason Tuffley (Senior Sergeant QPS Headquarters Gold Coast), of the 25th/49th Battalion, Royal Queensland
Regiment; Captain Louise Broadfoot (Sergeant Tactical Crime Squad Mackay), of 11th Combat Services Support
Battalion; and Lance Corporal Matt Strudwick (Constable Fortitude Valley, Brisbane), of 9RQR.
Capt Louise Broadfoot, of 11CSSB, is a sergeant with the Tactical
Crime Squad in Mackay. In Afghanistan she is taking a break from
executing search warrants and is working as a mentor for the Afghan
National Army (ANA) instructors at ANAOA. Capt Broadfoot said she
worked closely with two female ANA instructors – a lieutenant and
a senior non-commissioned officer. “They instruct both male and
female officer cadets and an area we are working hard at is the
integration of male and female instructors with the officer cadets of
both genders,” she said.
“As a mentor dealing with the language and cultural barriers in
Afghanistan, the most important skill I’ve learnt from QPS I use here
is simply how to communicate with people.” Capt Broadfoot joined
Victoria Police in 2001 before moving to Queensland in 2006 and
joining QPS. “I became a reservist in 2007 because I was always
interested in joining the military and my first deployment was in
2015 on Operation Resolute, which is protecting Australia’s borders
and maritime interests,” she said. “It’s a highlight of my military
career to be a part of the NATO Resolute Support mission and I’m
looking forward to continuing my work with the female instructors
and officer cadets. “Joining the Afghan National Security Forces as a
woman is a massive step and I’ve been incredibly interested to hear
what motivates them.”
LCpl Matt Strudwick, of 9RQR, normally works as a constable in
Brisbane’s Fortitude Valley. At Camp Qargha he is another member
of the FPE, which he said was an amazing group of professional
soldiers. “I joined the Army in 2010 and was with the 6th Battalion,
Royal Australian Regiment, until I transferred to the Army Reserve
and joined QPS in 2015,” LCpl Strudwick said. “A lot of my military
and policing skills complement each other, and my infantry
background has certainly been an advantage.” LCpl Strudwick
said he was pleased to be chosen for the deployment as he always
wanted to work in Afghanistan when he was a full-time soldier.
“It’s been interesting working in this amazing environment and
watching the mentors develop the next generation of ANA leaders,”
he said. “My wife has been very supportive, but it’s always hard to
be away from the family.”
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Capt Jason Tuffley, of 25/49RQR, did a brief stint as an
Australian soldier in 1989/90, but circumstances led him
across the ditch where he joined the New Zealand Police.
He returned to Queensland in 2001 to join QPS and joined
the Army Reserve in 2011. As a Senior Sergeant at the QPS
Headquarters on the Gold Coast, Capt Tuffley is a professional
practice manager – he manages internal complaints and
maintains the police standards of discipline. At ANAOA,
Capt Tuffley is a mentor for an ANA officer commanding
a tolay, (company of about 100 soldiers) as well as three
platoon commanders, who also instruct officer cadets.
“It’s challenging, but interesting, and I’m happy to be here
contributing to the NATO mission,” he said. “By us helping
the Afghans to lead in the provision of security and stability
for their country means we play a part in the process.”
Capt Tuffley said the common police and military skills
of planning, analytical thinking, problem solving, and the
preparation and delivery of orders were important to the
success of his role in Afghanistan. “A vital skill in QPS and
in the military mentoring role is communication,” he said.
“We need to influence the ANA soldiers to do what needs
to be done by using a set of ‘soft skills’ and maintaining a
professional relationship. “After spending five months at
Camp Qargha, I’m seeing the results of my work and the
development of the Afghans we mentor.”

Pte Mitchell Harris, of 9RQR, said his roles include
guardian angel, base security and being a member of
the quick reaction force for the greater Kabul area. “In
all our interactions with Afghan troops, coalition forces
ensure soldiers, or guardian angels, are nearby to provide
security,” he said. “My deployment to Afghanistan has
been a rewarding experience.” Pte Harris joined the
Army Reserve in 2006 and while on continuous fulltime
service he deployed three times to Timor-Leste and the
Solomon Islands. He joined QPS in 2013 and is now a plain
clothes constable working with a criminal investigation
branch. Pte Harris said the ethics and skills learnt with
Army were easily transferred to policing. “The decisionmaking skills and planning techniques I’ve learnt with
QPS have also been extremely useful for my soldiering
roles,” he said.
This article was originally published in Army
News - Edition 1419: 17 May 2018 and is
reprinted with permission of the editor.
Photos by Sgt Mark Doran.
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REMEMBERING SUPPORT TO UNITED NATIONS ASSISTANCE MISSION TO RAWANDA
Captain Marty Tanzer (Retd)
Defence Reserves Association - Victoria
Introduction
In 1994 elements of the ADF deployed to the African nation of Rwanda after an horrific genocide saw the slaughter of
around 800,000 people. The genocide involved the two main groups within Rwanda: the Tutsi and the Hutu, with the
Tutsi being the main victims, although many moderate Hutus were also killed. The ADF deployment was known as OP
TAMAR involving all elements of the ADF operating as Australian Services Contingents (ASC) under the auspices of the
United Nations Assistance Mission to Rwanda (UNAMIR2). Two rotations of ADF personnel served in Rwanda and they
observed many horrible scenes ranging from removing bodies from the Kigali Hospital by personnel from ASC1 to the
Kibeho Massacre observed by personnel from ASC2.
Work of the Extraction Team
OP TAMAR was scheduled to end in September 1995 and an eleven-person Extraction Team was deployed to support
the return. The Extraction Team comprised eight Ordnance Corps (RAAOC) personnel trained in specialised packaging,
dangerous goods management and ammunition management, one Australian Customs officer and two Australian
Quarantine Inspection Service (AQIS) officers. The formation of an Extraction Team grew from issues that arose
with the return to Australia of contingents from Somalia and Cambodia. Trained RAAOC personnel were tasked with
facilitating the cleaning, preservation and packaging of equipment and vehicles for return to Australia whilst the
Customs Officer ensured compliance with customs requirements and the AQIS officers ensured compliance with
quarantine requirements. All equipment and vehicles required thorough cleaning and checking to meet Australian
standards.

View of the main UN Compound - Kigali

Landing in Kigali
On 17 July 1995 the team landed in Kigali the capital of Rwanda, passed through Rwandan Customs under the watchful
eye of troops of the Rwandan Patriotic Army (RPA), a mainly Tutsi force, to begin their tasks. The Team noted the
bullet holes in the walls of the airport lounge where it began to hit home what had happened in the country.
Two points from the in-country brief are still vivid to this day:
•
when leaving the ASC2 compound at all, the minimum Australians group was two armed males
•
when outside the compound, weapons were not to be carried aggressively (i.e. not at the ready)
It became quite ironic during the tour, when on numerous occasions, RPA soldiers directly pointed weapons at ADF
personnel who just had to stand there and look back at them. However, they were the UN Rules.
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Equipment challenges
After settling into the ASC2 compound at the former
Rwandan Army Officers Training School, the team
embarked on an inspection tour to understand the
scale of the challenge ahead. It was immediately
apparent that there would be significant issues with
the equipment that, due to insufficient storage space
and poor practices had been stored in the open with no
cover. Many wooden items were termite infested and
required full replacement, metal items showed evidence
of rust and deterioration whilst most fibreboard boxes
had to be discarded. Over the next six weeks, the Team
working with other ASC personnel, cleaned, preserved
and packed items for return to Australia.
Vehicle Cleaning - More than just a quick hose down

The enthusiasm of the ASC2 personnel on the work parties varied, but most were glad to participate as it meant
returning to Australia sooner rather than later. Work continued seven days a week with limited downtime. On one
occasion, the Team lunched at a Chinese Restaurant near the ASC2 compound. It is the only restaurant where the
author has had lunch with a loaded Steyr rifle at his feet.
Moving equipment back to Australia
Once everything was cleaned and prepared for the journey to Australia, the UN hired a Tanzanian Freight Forwarder
to transport the equipment by truck to the port of Dar ES Salam in Tanzania. The Freight Forwarder in turn hired
Somali truckers for the task who arrived with trucks in various states. Some trucks had the bare minimum number of
tyres to enable operation, others had ISO containers welded to the tray and others had large holes in the wooden tray.
Having said that; the ingenuity of the truckers was extremely interesting to watch as they were required to operate
with ad-hoc spares or self-manufactured spares to keep their trucks running.
During the loading of vehicles and equipment, the Australian personnel had to be very vigilant regarding the behaviour
of the truckers related to safety. On one occasion, a driver was actually standing under an APC providing direction to
the crane operator as it was being loaded on to a truck. A nearby Australian managed to convince him to stand to one
side. Eventually, all the equipment and vehicles were loaded and began the road journey to Dar ES Salam.
Local Issues
Two issues stood out through the deployment: the attitude of
the UN and the attitude of the RPA. The UN being one of the
world’s largest bureaucracies, lived up to its name with many
of its staff, both military and civilian, exhibiting what seemed
to be unnecessary bureaucratic processes. Dealing with the UN
required significant patience by the team members.
The attitude of the RPA was openly hostile; they did not want
the UN in their country. They particularly didn’t seem to like
the Australians; it may have been because we were quartered in
their former Officers’ Academy but regardless of this fact, the
RPA went out of their way to intimidate or harass the Australians.
The intimidation included regularly parking an anti-aircraft gun
just outside the gate and undertaking dry firing drills. It also
included conducting early morning PT sessions near the compound
in company strength singing their anti-Hutu songs.

Marty Tanzer with local children near Zaire Border

Conclusion
In summary, the mission to relocate ASC 2 equipment and vehicles
was a success. The lessons learned also contributed significantly to the re-write of ADF policy and training needs in
relation to logistic support to future deployments.
About the author
Marty Tanzer completed a total of 33 years of service in both the ARA and ARES. During this time he served in various
Units within Australia, was attached to the US Army NCO Academy Hawaii in 1991 and was seconded to the Malaysian
Armed Forces in 1998 to conduct special packaging / dangerous goods training. He deployed to Rwanda in July 1995.
Marty has been married to Jennie for 34 years and resides in Sale, Victoria where he works as a Contracts Officer for
the RAAF. Marty is also the President of the Sale RSL & Community Sub-Branch.
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WHAT WAS THE AUSTRALIAN CONTRIBUTION TO THE ALLIED VICTORY IN WW1
Brigadier Robert Atkinson AM RFD
President Defence Reserves Association - South Australia
Introduction
As the 100th anniversary of the armistice approaches it is timely to reflect on the Australian contribution to the allied
victory in WW1. The foundation for success in later years begins earlier with the events encapsulated at Pozières in
July and August 1916. Although the totally devastated village was held by the three Australian Divisions, the price
was high at almost 23,000 men lost, and with those casualties, their loss of faith in British leadership. The courage,
determination, stoicism and voluntary zeal of the Australian soldier individually had been demonstrated and not been
found wanting.
This war, and particularly the fighting on the Western Front, was a clash of economic giants using their militaryindustrial complexes to produce the tools of war in abundance. It was an artillery duel favouring defence, causing the
largest human structure ever to be built – namely a continuous line of trenches from Switzerland to the North Sea.
The artillery churned the ground hampering the attackers who gradually, if successful, moved from their artillery
range further into the defender’s territory, and as they then became exhausted required resupply of water, food and
munitions.
The tactics at high level varied from ‘bite and hold’ (Rawlinson) or a ‘wishful breakthrough and roll up of the enemy
line’ (Gough). Either way, as attacks developed more and more and troops were committed to the artillery cauldron
under the forlorn justification of bleeding the enemy white (Falkenhayn – Verdun). 1916 ended with the leaders of
both sides unable to match in morale and practical leadership the courage and determination of their troops. Gallipoli
aside, Pozières demonstrated this to the Australians. If the leadership could improve then the use of effective troops
could translate into progress.
Who was the Australian Soldier in 1916?
The building block possibly for future success: typical of the Australian soldiers was Private Bosisto of the 1/27 South
Australian Battalion. After being listed as missing in action at the Windmill (Pozières) his body was discovered 80 years
later by a French farmer. The forensic findings were informative. He was found with full webbing, rifle, ammunition
and grenades. The webbing had been personalised and was kangaroo skin and had not rotted. His water bottle was
essentially cut in half and if he had not been buried he may have suffered a severe abdominal wound as a cause of
death. He carried two officer’s ‘pips’, presumably to enable better treatment as a prisoner of war or to enable him to
enter a British Officer’s Club, as with good pay he had considerable access to the ‘party’ which was going on 10-15km
behind the Front Line, knowing full well he had a high chance of dying – true as it turned out. Regimental records
show he had just been discharged from a clinic to go into combat.
1917 - The Australian 4th Division attacks Bullecourt
At the beginning of 1917, the Australian 4th Division attacked at Bullecourt with tanks but not artillery. The tanks failed,
although the Australians captured Bullecourt withstanding seven major counterattacks at the cost of 7,000 casualties.
Bean, the official Australian War Historian, considered the 4th Division had been misused in a rash experiment. The
scene was set for 1917 and the Canadians, under unified command, demonstrated success at Vimy Ridge. Russia
collapsed leaving the battlefield. The United States entered the war partly as a reaction to unfettered German
submarine attacks undermining American neutrality. Due to poor leadership under Nivelle, the French Army mutinied
and gradually regained confidence under Petain pursuing relatively small offensives with realistic goals.
Haig’s plan was for an offensive in Flanders to control the coast, including the submarine bases and to capture the
rail centre of Roulers. However, the objectives of ‘rolling up the enemy line’ and attrition still remained – a legacy
of 1916.
On the 7th of June, following meticulous planning which involved placing mines under the Messines Ridge, Plumer’s
2nd Army including the II ANZAC Corps with a British, New Zealand and the 3rd Australian Division attacked. The
mines were exploded, ‘felt at Passchendale and heard in London and Paris’. Accurate and formidable artillery fire
followed. The Ridge was duly occupied and the routine doctrinal German counter attacks were repelled – ‘a bite and
hold’ tactic. The Australians were well used and a young British staff officer named Montgomery learnt some useful
lessons for World War II. Haig was a cavalry officer, Plumer infantry and Gough cavalry, and their tactics reflected
this. Gough’s 5th Army attacked on the 31st of July. However the artillery and five times the normal rainfall turned
the battlefield into a quagmire and the hoped-for ‘breakthrough’ was not to be.
Plumer then was ordered in with the 2nd Army. The II ANZAC Corps attacked gaining ground at an extremely high
cost – shades of Poziéres. Finally the Canadian Corps took the village of Passchendale and then the offensive ground
to a halt because of the weather and exhaustion. The soldiers, particularly Australians, had seen both good and bad
leadership. At the end of 1917 the British 3rd Army attacked on firm ground at Cambrai with tanks pre-registering
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German guns using sonic waves, flash registration and aerial spotting. Two physicists from South Australia, namely
Bragg and son, were involved in the sonic research including submarine detection.
At Cambrai there was limited success where the tanks and infantry remained together. German anti-tank artillery and
the German counter attack ability left a stalemate. There were lessons learnt by both sides, including GEN Monash.
In the Middle-East in 1917 Harry Chauvel was promoted to Lieutenant General and the ANZAC Mounted Division
demonstrated success and élan, capturing Beersheba and its wells as part of its march to victory in Jerusalem and
Damascus. Late in 1917 the four Australian Divisions on the Western front were formed into one Corps.
1918
The outcome of the war was to be decided on the western front in 1918 as events unfolded. With the United States
now in the war, Ludendorff, utilising divisions released from the Russian front, planned a decisive blow to win before
this new strength was felt. On 21st March 1918 the Germans attacked successfully and the Allies, decided at the
Doullens Conference, to hold in front of the strategic railway junction at Amiens.
On 25th April 1918 (Anzac Day), two Australian brigades and one British attacked and retook Villers Bretonneux. This
was a turning point. On the 31st May, Monash was placed in command of the ANZAC Corps with Blamey as his Chief of
Staff. Monash encouraged a policy of aggressive patrolling of ‘no man’s land’ to keep the enemy off balance and his
own troops focused. He attacked at Hamel co-ordinating artillery, air, tanks, troops and re-supply with outstanding
success. A small number of American troops were attached for experience. On the 8th August the Allies opened up
the Battle of Amiens including four Australian divisions and this was the beginning of continued success. Continuous
attacks on a wide front, leapfrogging fresh units forward, utilising air power and tanks resulted in the German
resistance crumbling leading to victory. Due to manpower depletion, a product of previous tactics, the British 4th
Army under Rawlinson, increased the use of machine guns and tanks and Monash utilised these methods of increased
firepower. The British rotated the barrels of their artillery pieces (three per gun) thus maintaining accuracy and
silenced enemy artillery through accurate counter battery fire.
The American numbers reached 318,000 by March 1918 and to over one million by August. This massive reinforcement
of personnel on the southern flank greatly facilitated attacks there. In the end Haig and Foch beat the Germans on
the battlefield. Better use of artillery, tanks, aircraft and troops were instrumental in this, demonstrated by Monash
and the ANZAC Corps at Hamel. The combination of good troops and good leaders proved successful.
Nobody has a mortgage on good ideas, and that Monash contributed to these successful ideas there is no doubt,
although one would question the degree that he was solely responsible as he was not in isolation. The Australian Corps
was an efficient fighting machine, but so were the Canadians, the British, the French and Americans. The troops of
the immigrant democracies, namely Australian, Canadian and the US, appeared bigger and healthier and certainly
demonstrated greater initiative at the level of the individual soldier. The NCOs and Officers often from the ranks
demonstrated a close relationship. These soldiers proved instrumental in final victory and the ‘shock troop’ use of
Australians and the training of US soldiers may well have been decisive in some areas. Certainly Woodrow Wilson’s
commitment of men and resources was pivotal and was recognised by Ludendorf with his massive onslaught in the
German offensives of early 1918.
Would you agree that Australia’s role has been overstated?
The Australian and New Zealand casualties were the greatest in this war per head of population and evidence of their
front line activity. The Australians were the only volunteer Army left on the battlefield which produced its own esprit
de corps, and although their ‘mateship’ was of the highest order similar comradeship extended in other armies. The
Australians showed great pride in themselves and strong support for each other. Was their example thus a beacon
for others and a standard for the ‘colonial Armies’? The Canadians performed similarly so the Australian role was
probably overstated.
In the end, the many Private Bosistos with their irreverence and practical ingenuity, combed with General Staff who
knew the troops, the ground, the enemy and the weapons; brought together a force with overwhelming munitions and
tactics that beat the enemy. The Battle of Hamel demonstrated this enabling Generals such as the Canadian Currie,
with the potential backing of his Colonial Government, to convince Haig and Foch what was truly achievable. The
tactics of ‘bite and chew’ won the day with the Australians providing ‘a stable post in a stormy sea’ at Amiens on April
25th 1918 and ‘a beacon of leadership’ with their achievement at Mont St Quentin in September 1918.
Conclusion
From the beginning, and gathering in strength, the Australians demonstrated their abilities and power. Recently many
books have been published on the battles in which Australians participated. Notwithstanding their achievements, it
could be argued that the Australian role would seem to have been overstated, probably for leadership reasons on the
battlefield and national reasons at home. However their legacy is our challenge to maintain the high standard they
set.
Note: This article was submitted as a referenced essay. If required the references can be obtained from the
author. Send email to Rob Atkinson at wattle135@ozemail.com.au
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BOOK REVIEW
‘Serving Our Country’
Edited by Joan Beaumont and Allison Cadzow
Reviewed by Lieutenant Colonel John Boyce RFD (Retd)
Defence Reserves Association - Victoria
This is an important book about the little-known and often poorly-understood
contribution of indigenous Australians to the defence of Australia. Edited by
Professor Joan Beaumont and Allison Cadzow of Australia National University
(ANU), its essays summarise current research about many aspects of the subject.
The book has chapters about what prompted indigenous men (and later, women) to join up and fight in conflicts like the Boer War (400 of them), World
War One (at least 1,000), World War Two (perhaps 6,000), in Malaya, Vietnam
(over 300) and in other recent conflicts and peacekeeping operations. It explores the experiences of those veterans, and the impact upon their families
during their service and afterwards. It also considers the wider contribution
of indigenous communities in wartime by cattle driving, as a labour force
(with new pay and conditions), and in coast watching activities.
For more recent times, there are chapters about the regional surveillance
force units (NORFORCE was first established in 1981) and about indigenous
involvement in Australian Defence Force (ADF) military training since 1990.
This book is the result of a four year project sponsored by an Australian Research Council Linkage Grant, with partner institutions such as the Australian
War Memorial, the National Archives of Australia, the Department of Veterans
Affairs and the Department of Defence, and with significant assistance from
many ANU departments and the Australian Institute of Aboriginal and Torres
Straits Islanders. Research included two key conferences, over two hundred
personal interviews and two dozen carefully-arranged “Yarnups” in which indigenous veterans, their families and other tribal members have come together with researchers to discuss events
they witnessed and to re-tell the stories passed down in their communities. That oral history has been described as a
lasting and unique national resource, now preserved and available online at http://ourmobserved.anu.edu.au/.
A major theme throughout the book is the struggle for acceptance and recognition from the Australian government
and wider society. In order to voluntarily enlist during the early twentieth century, indigenous Australians had to lie
about their ethnicity (or, later, claim only “half-caste” origins). Upon return, their hard-earned status and equality
as servicemen counted for little when it came to soldier settlement grants, pensions (Tasmanians seem to have fared
a bit better), and voting rights. They were also still denied service in hotel bars, and at some local RSLs. Since the
French Revolution, men who took up arms in defence of their nation (whether voluntarily or by conscription) have
been considered citizens, but that was not the experience of indigenous Australians, as numerous personal anecdotes
relate here.
Official attitudes continued unchanged until the threat of Japanese invasion in 1942, which required some easing of
State and Federal restrictions. Many enlisted directly, but the main emphasis from military authorities became raising
separate indigenous forces at regional level, with “white officers”.
The chapters about modern military service emphasise the indigenous sense of “country”, of their traditional relationship with it, as well as pride in sharing local knowledge and taking leadership roles to teach others. There is
acknowledgement of the ‘family” or “team” approach within the ADF. There is also discussion of the (rather limited)
racism experienced by them within the services in modern days, and about official targets for indigenous participation in the Regular and Reserve forces (which was at 2% in 2017, still short of the targeted 2.7% or the percentage of
the national population of 3.3%). Current measures to improve community liaison, recruiting, and cultural awareness
within the ADF are discussed and favourably compared with some civilian government ‘Closing the Gap’ policies.
Looking ahead, the question of how to commemorate the military service of indigenous Australians is explored in
detail (this first emerged as an issue in the 1980s). The editors also highlight the emerging dilemma of how to treat
the frontier wars of Australia’s past.
This book has many contemporary photographs, a detailed index, and useful appendices that list interviewees and
provides a time-line of previous commemorations. It can rightly be considered to be the first comprehensive social
and military history about this subject.
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BOOK REVIEW
‘A Heavy Reckoning - War Medicine and Survival in Afghanistan and Beyond’
by Dr Emily Mayhew
Reviewed by Air Commodore Rowan Story AM RFD
Health Reserves Branch - Air Force
This remarkable and powerful book is about the recent British military medical experience in Afghanistan. It is as far from a dry historical text as it is
possible to imagine it could be.
The author, Dr Emily Mayhew, is a military medical historian specializing
in the study of severe wounding, its infliction, treatment and long term
outcomes in twentieth and twenty-first century warfare. She is historian in
residence in the Department of Bio-engineering at Imperial College in London and a Research Fellow in the Division of Surgery within the Department
of Surgery and Cancer. It is surely an enlightened country that can facilitate
such a position.
The histories of medicine in war have in the past often been written after
the fact. Dr Mayhew is writing and questioning as events unfold. Her questions about the nature of emergency medical interventions are profound
and would perhaps be unlikely to arise from someone from a more scientific
background.
Between 2001 and 2014, 456 British service personnel died and 1,981 were
wounded. A significant number of those wounded did not die when, going
on past experience and previously accepted knowledge, they should have.
These casualties have been designated as ‘unexpected survivors’.
In the second decade of the twenty-first century there is a small but significant group of people who have lived through situations of physical catastrophe on the battlefield previously thought unsurviveable. And there are
people who have enabled that survival by standing at the limits of life and
death and refusing to accept them.
That these ‘unexpected survivors’ did in fact survive is a testament to the rapid advances of military medicine in
the wars of the last 15 years. It is a truism to say that human anatomy, physiology and biochemistry are unlikely to
change in the foreseeable future. What the last 15 years have shown, however, is that military doctors and scientists
have become more adept and agile at recognizing how anatomy, physiology and biochemistry can be managed better
for the seriously wounded casualty.
The book is divided into three sections:
Part One – Afghanistan: deals with the Field Hospital at Camp Bastion and the work of the Medical Emergency Response Team (MERT) and the Critical Care Air Support Team (CCAST).
Part Two – Home: describes the Queen Elizabeth Hospital in Birmingham, rehabilitation at Headley Court, the complex nature of the pain associated with blast injuries and an exceptionally clear discussion about PTSD.
Part Three – Beyond: deals with the research carried out by Royal British Legion Centre for Blast Injury Studies at
Imperial College, prosthetic limbs and a further examination of Chronic Pain and PTSD.
These three sections contain many first person interviews and are linked with a narrative that describes the journey,
from point of wounding to eventual rehabilitation, of the United Kingdom’s first casualty to survive a triple amputation blast injury, Roya Marine Mark Ormrod.
The Epilogue – Medics: is an extremely sensitive, perceptive and humane examination of the almost inevitable effects of exposure to severe wounding on the treating doctors and nurses.
Emily Mayhew writes in a way that is vivid and accessible to all. At times she is blunt and at other times remarkably
subtle and sensitive. Mayhew is rigorous in looking for the important lessons that can be learned from the chaos of
war. This book has received excellent reviews and is seen as a valuable contribution to the history of military medicine. Those who have been involved in the work that she describes will possibly find both resonance and recognition.
For others this important book will help them to a better level of understanding.
Dr. Mayhew is also the author of Wounded: From Battlefield to Blighty 1914-1918, which was shortlisted for the
Wellcome Prize in 2014.
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Meeting the Challenges of Supporting the ADF’s Part-time Workforce
Rear Admiral Bruce Kafer AM CSC RANR
Head Reserve and Youth Division / Commander ADF Cadets
Reserve and Youth Division’s Mission / Priorities / Performance Assessment
The Reserve and Youth Division (RYD) is embedded within the VCDF Executive of the Department of Defence. RYD’s
mission includes: ‘enhance the capacity of ADF Reservists to contribute to ADF capability’. The Division achieves this
mission by acting as an ‘enabler’ – it supports the three Services and the Defence People Group, particularly in the
development and implementation of policies and practices affecting the part-time members of the ADF workforce.
RYD does not ‘own’ Reserve policies, nor does it have executive authority to unilaterally implement or amend policies
or protocols relating to Reservists’ conditions of service, employment, salaries etc. Therefore RYD’s staff collaborate
with those authorities in Defence that do possess those responsibilities, in an attempt to ensure that the interests of
part-time ADF members are considered when there are changes to policies and practices across the ADF workforce.
My priorities, as Head RYD, include: ‘continued delivery of functions in support of ADF Reservists in accordance
with assigned targets and budgetary limits’. These functions include: administration of the Defence Reserve Service
(Protection) legislation and regulations, governance of the Employer Support Payment Scheme, direct support for
Reservists and the Defence Reserves Support Council (DRSC), and policy implementation and engagement with senior
Reserve members of other military forces. RYD’s support for the ADF’s part-time workforce is reported and assessed
via the following means:
•
Weekly – in my regular report to VCDF;
•
Quarterly – in the Joint Reserves Working Group, and the DRSC Executive; and
•
Biannually – in the Joint Reserves and Cadets Policy Committee (chaired by VCDF), and the DRSC National
Council meeting.
Current Issues / Initiatives / Activities
Reserve Service Protection Amendments to the Defence Reserve Service (Protection) Act 2001 were legislated in
November 2017. However staff of RYD’s Office of Reserve Service Protection (ORSP) are continuing work with Defence
Legal staff on embedding relevant regulations into the Act. These include: making complaints about contraventions
of the Act, and investigating alleged and suspected contraventions of the Act.
ORSP staff are continuing work with the Defence People Group and the Services to improve policies affecting part-time
ADF members. The policies that have received attention recently include: Australian Public Service (APS) members
within Defence rendering Reserve service whilst on carer’s leave or personal leave from their APS duties; and fatigue
management of Reservists transitioning between their civilian and ADF employment.
Employer Support Payments Scheme (ESPS) RYD continues to provide governance, overarching management and
dispute resolution for the ESPS. The Services fund ESPS payments; expenditure in FY 2017/18 was $12.7M, including
$3.4M for Reserve service in operations.
International Engagement / Liaison RYD continues to participate in the NATO National Reserve Forces Committee,
including active participation in Working Groups and the Staff Officers’ Forum. The NATO Military Committee is
currently very interested in understanding and harnessing the capabilities (both specialist and supplementary) that
are inherent in Reserve forces.
RYD also represents the Australian Department of Defence at the International Conference on Employer Support for
Reserves (ICESR). The last meeting was held in October 2017, where RYD staff and the DRSC National Chair (Ms Jane
McAloon) delivered papers. The next ICESR will occur in April 2019; with RYD staff representing Defence at that
meeting.
Tasman Scheme (ADF Reservists’ secondments with the NZDF). The scheme was expanded this year to include junior
officers; it was previously only open to junior NCOs. 14 ADF Reservists are participating in the 2018 program. DRA
members have supported RYD staff in selection of suitable participants.
Prince of Wales Awards This program provides scholarships up to the value of $8,000 for selected ADF Reservists to
undertake a wide variety of study to benefit them in their civilian occupations. 13 Reservists have been selected for
the 2018 program (8 Army, 3 RAN and 2 RAAF).
ForceNet Update / Statistics New fields have been embedded in ForceNet to enable ADF Reservists to record their
civilian employers’ details. This data will be extracted by RYD staff to enable the DRSC to better target its employer
engagement – based on information that verifies which organisations are the largest employers of Reservists. As of
mid-August more than 23,000 ADF Reservists (in Service categories 2-5) were registered ForceNet users: Army 14,500;
RAN 4,200; and RAAF 4,300.
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Opportunities & Challenges in Operationalising the Full Potential of Total
Workforce Model
Brigadier Simon Gould DSC
Suakin Branch / People Capability Division
Introduction
The aim of this article is to provide a framework for discussion
on providing greater agility in how Defence delivers the personnel
contribution to capability, through embracing the flexibility inherent
in the Total Workforce Model.
Background
The ADF Total Workforce Model (TWM) is the ADF’s key strategic
personnel initiative, seeking to increase the supply of people to
meet critical capability needs. It provides for a contemporary
workforce with an enhanced set of flexible service arrangements,
further opportunities for Reservists to serve and streamlined
supporting tri-Service processes. It will enable the ADF to utilise its
workforce more economically, by drawing on both the Permanent
and Reserve workforce components more flexibly, and encouraging
greater mobility between them.
The project builds on and enhances existing ways of serving,
including the Service’s Flexible Work Arrangements. For individuals, it will provide flexible career options that
ADF members can seek as their circumstances change. For all three Services, the TWM provides greater potential
for retaining its personnel, both Permanent and Reserve, and filling capability gaps through further innovative and
localised use of Reservists. Strategically, by transforming the nature of military service, a more agile, integrated,
sustainable and capable force can be delivered, providing the foundation to mitigate future risks of skill shortages
and changing security threats.
The TWM is more than simply introducing new Service Categories and Service Options within the Service Spectrum.
Key to increasing the supply of people to commanders are:
a.
The introduction of a Service Category (SERCAT 6) that enables, through legislation, the ability for the CDF
to agree to a permanent member of the ADF providing less than full time service in meeting their inherent
continuous full-time service obligation.
b.
Greater certainty and stability of service arrangements for Reservists over more than one financial year,
which will encourage more Reservists to commit to service and provide COs with greater certainty of people
capability. SERCAT 5 delivers on this need.
c.
Revised remuneration arrangements, in particular a new Reserve Capability Payment, which enables
delegates to offer this incentive payment to attract part-time Reservists with critical skills and experience
to fill capability needs.
d.
A tri-Service transfer process that supports the TWM.
e.
Introduction of a Dual Employment Service Option (SERVOP D) arrangement to share high demand, skilled
personnel with industry in order to build and sustain critical capabilities, whilst retaining these people in
the ADF.
f.
Efficient and effective application of military employees’ expenses (MEE), including appropriate delegation
of authority to commit MEE, which optimises the operation of the TWM across the SERCATs.
g.
ForceNet, a secure, web-based platform that enables communications across all elements of the ADF to
support Regular and Reserve information needs, as well as a key medium for calling for and identifying the
availability of talent needed to contribute to capability. From late 2018, an ‘App’ version of ForceNet will
be available providing greater access to this important enabling capability.
Enhanced Reserve Service Opportunities
The TWM’s modus operandi is underscored by improved access to Reservists and seeks to accomplish this through,
amongst other things, the establishment of SERCAT 3 – members who have indicated their ability to serve, or are
providing service to meet a specified task within a financial year.
This group is a valuable, under-utilised resource for Navy, Army and Air Force. There is scope for better nurturing this
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group, to readily identify people to fill critical capability gaps across the ADF.
This nurturing could be partially achieved through better awareness of SERCAT 3 opportunities at unit (and above) level
‘Transition’ interviews, communications strategies through ForceNet; and the use of Reserve Capability Payments.
The investment that has been made with these members during service in skilling, building resilience, inculcating
Navy’s, Army’s and Air Force’s ethos, values and culture underscores that this resource has significant potential as a
proven, low cost option to meet capability needs. Importantly, SERCAT 3 further enables flexible service arrangements
for those in SERCATs 5 – 7 and their commanders in maintaining directed capability outputs.
All services should look to:
a)
the development of a plan to encourage members of SERCAT 2 and those transferring from permanent
service or Active Reserves to transfer into SERCAT 3 from the category’s establishment date.
b)
the development of a plan to use SERCAT 3 to remediate critical capability gaps and enhance current and
future flexible service arrangements.
It is within the Service’s purview to determine the size and make up of these pools in meeting its capability obligations,
endeavouring to achieve a balance between capability need and administrative overhead.
Greater Certainty and Stability of Service for Reserves
Initial surveys to build the Case for Change in 2012 identified that Active Reservists are 1.8 times more likely to select
employment offers which included guaranteed service days. All three Services are now able to provide this assurance
over a number of financial years, as provided within the Portfolio Budget Statements. Similarly, there is potential to
ease units’ personnel administration and allow for more focused workforce planning decisions when the assurance of
days is complemented by a commensurate assurance of service by the SERCAT 5 member.
Challenges
Notwithstanding the further ‘structural and procedural’ development required in SERCAT 3 and SERCAT 5 across all
three Services, the Year 0 Evaluation of the TWM identified a number of culture and behavioural aspects within Navy,
Army and Air Force that will preclude the optimisation of the TWM:
a)
There is low awareness of the Total Workforce Model and a limited understanding of the need for or purpose
of the model.
b)
There are perceived constraints for the TWM, presented through the way Defence manages budgets and
undertakes its resource planning.
c)
The flexibility that most would consider to be required for smoother integration and management between
reserve and full time members has, for many, been a credibility challenge.
d)
There is clear and evident concern that a move towards a more flexible service, and a potentially increased
role for reservists, could threaten the culture and might ultimately limit the capability of the ADF to do its
primary job of defending Australia and Australian interests.
Conclusion
A senior Defence committee in December 2017 considered the key findings of the TWM Year 0 Evaluation and agreed
that there is poor awareness across Defence of the TWM and that a well-planned and resourced communications
campaign is required to achieve the necessary cultural change. Defence has sought specialist communications, learning
and development and process improvement resources to work with the Services to realise the required behavioural
and cultural change. The Services have finalised their input into the TWM Flexible Service Culture Change Plan and
the ongoing development of SERCAT 3 and 5 will need to be orchestrated in conjunction with that Plan.
A sense of urgency is required to take responsibility across all three Services, particularly at Command team and
career management levels, to realise the needed benefits of the Total Workforce Model.
About the Author
Simon Gould enjoyed a 30+ year career in the Australian Army. A practical leader in the operational side of Defence
he has unique experience in strategic planning, change management, human resource management and working
closely with the Federal/National Governments and their Ministers. He commanded an infantry battalion in East
Timor under General Peter Cosgrove; lead the Defence Force recruiting organisation for three years through a period
of significant change and served as the Deputy for Operations in the US lead Multi-National Force Iraq throughout the
2009 Provincial Elections.
On leaving the Australian Regular Army in late 2009, he established and led Outcomes Australia’s Soils for Life program
www.soilsforlife.org.au, for four and a half years. He now provides mentoring and leadership support to organisations,
through his small business, C3 Thinking Pty Ltd. He combines this enjoyable work with a part time leadership role
within Suakin Branch of the Defence People Group to help deliver the ADF’s Total Workforce Model to ‘secure Defence
capability through a flexible, contemporary and sustainable workforce’.
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REVIEW OF THE ADF SERCAT 3-5 (RESERVE) EMPLOYMENT PACKAGE
Group Captain Tony Hindmarsh
Project Officer - Director General Reserves-Air Force
Introduction
The Department of Defence Joint Reserve Working Group (JRWG) is reviewing the current employment package for
SERCAT 3-5 (formerly known as Active Reserve) members. To date, the review has drawn on prior research to:
•
understand the basis of determination for the current SERCAT 3-5 employment package (focusing on remuneration and conditions of service), and
•
undertaken an environmental scan to identify future SERCAT 3-5 members’ remuneration and conditions of
service expectations, plus attendant risks and opportunities for delivery of capability.
Future work will investigate options for employment package alternatives.
Some references:
A. ADF Active Reservists’ Optimising the Defence Employment Package Survey 2016 April 2017
B. Plan SUAKIN Predictive Behaviour Model (PBM) Sample Analysis October 2011
C. Reserve Remuneration Industrial History (as at 2017) – A potted history
Reference A provides the most recent independent analysis of the priorities and levels of satisfaction members have
with the elements within their Defence Employment Package. 22% of the 20,664 invited members responded.
Reference B informed development of the SUAKIN: The Case for Change and provides a far more detailed independent analysis. About 38.5% of ‘Active Reserves’ responded to this survey.
Reference C provides a history of unintended consequences from changes to the Reserve employment package.
Remuneration and conditions of service expectations:
Based on these analyses, the known remuneration and conditions of service expectations are:
•
retain tax exempt status for SERCAT 3-5 salary,
•
include additional medical support/entitlements,
•
provide assurance of paid SERCAT 3-5 days (as linked to determination of annual salary and Defence Home
Ownership Assistance Scheme (DHOAS),
•
enhance non-monetary recognition, and
•
add superannuation, but not to the detriment of extant remuneration and conditions of service.
The need for further analysis
However, the continuing relevance of this earlier analysis could be questioned as the work is almost seven years old
and predates the First Principles Review and the Defence White Paper 2016 (and the SUAKIN Case for Change, itself).
Moreover, this analysis is based on the views of the then Reserve members and does not necessarily reflect the remuneration and conditions of service expectations for future SERCAT 3-5 members. Hence, caution needs to be exercised
in reliance on these analyses, albeit they are the best available .
For example, DGRES-AF regularly undertakes ‘Town Hall’ sessions with AF SERCAT 3-5 members on bases. During these
sessions he queries the priorities and levels of satisfaction members have with the elements within their Defence
Employment Package. The responses generally mirror the findings at References A and B. More specifically, some
members support payment of superannuation but only if it is paid in addition to current entitlements, i.e. without
trade-off.
In preparing a competitive Defence Employment Package for the future (say 2028), contemporary research and analysis is an essential prerequisite. Of necessity, this must assess the attractiveness of individual Employment Package
variables and individuals’ trade-off preferences for each of these. In particular, Defence needs to understand, by
Service, the difference in:
•
current and future dynamics of workforce behaviour across the SERCATs over time (organisational and individual),
•
changing nature of work, and
•
characteristics of and forecast differences in the 2018 and 2028 Navy, Army and Air Force SERCAT 3-5
workforces (and the transition across this time frame) and their individual/aggregate Employment Package
preferences.
Members’ Preferences
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References A and B reflect the preferences of those earlier surveys’ respondents; however, it is not known how their
preferences will align with those of the future SERCAT 3-5 workforces, taking into account a range of key variables
including the degree of difference on: personal motivation and ambition, age, pension recipient status, DFRDB/MSBS/
ADF Super, private superannuation membership, direct entrant/transferee from ADF, career/employment prospects/
expectations, proposed tenure, preference for ADF funded/self-funded contributions to ADF Super or personal super,
relationship to salary tax exempt status, etc.
For example, the significance of superannuation as a dis-satisfier/satisfier for the aggregate grouping of future SERCAT 3-5 members (who may neither have been surveyed previously nor be current SERCAT 2-7 members) is uncertain.
Its influence will be an outcome of their personal circumstance and distinctly different from many current SERCAT
3-5 members who receive DFRDB or MSBS superannuation entitlements.
Based on current forecasts and research, it is known that the 2028 SERCAT 3-5 characteristics and composition are
likely to be markedly different to today.
Gathering new research data
Defence Force Recruiting is a potential source of more relevant research on the employment package preferences for
future SERCAT 3-5 members, under its research arrangement with its partner – Manpower. This may not only provide
an ongoing source of relevant information but also obviate the need for additional survey effort. Further assessment,
involving the Directorate of Military Remuneration, will also occur to reconcile the contradictions inherent in the
expectations.
Subject to assessing this recruiting research, future work will:
•
review the available contemporary trade-off research data to better forecast Defence Employment Package
expectations for future SERCAT 3-5 members,
•
better understand the trade-off between continuity of tax-exempt salary and access to superannuation,
•
explore the potential inclusion of additional medical support /entitlements, and
•
investigate other potentially attractive options.
Conclusion
Reference C notes a series of unintended outcomes from inadequate research conducted prior changes to the Reserve
employment package. References A and B offer insights into expectations for the Reserve/SERCAT 3-5 employment
package from the 2011 and 2016 survey responses; however, the relevance of those expectations to future SERCAT 3-5
members is not known. Hence, development of future employment package options for consideration by the JRWG
will draw from the experience of earlier changes and contemporary trade-off research.
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Update on Recent Policy Changes Affecting Reserve Personnel in Army
Brigadier Michael Annett CSC
Director General Reserves - Army
Introduction
Thank you for the opportunity to chat to you today to provide an update on the
Army Reserve and discuss Policy changes affecting Reserve personnel in Army.
Today my brief will be divided into two areas. The first part will provide you
an update on the current state of the Army Reserve, some positive news with
respect to growth and recruitment and a short summary of major activities
undertaken by the Army Reserve in the past twelve months. In the second part
I will touch on the employment of Reservists in cyber roles and some policy
refinement.
Strength / Recruitment
Over the past few years, it has been pleasing to see the Army Reserve strength
progressively increase. At present the Army Reserve is benefiting from
historically low separation rates (some 3% lower that the five year average) and
increased recruitment. Overall this has had a positive impact on the strength
and we have seen growth of just under 1,000 people over the two years including an improvement in our female
representation to 14.7%.
Whilst this growth indicates an improvement in the overall strength, it is assessed as a stabilisation of the Workforce
as most of the growth has been in the training force. With the improvements in the training system under the Reserve
Transformation we should see the trained force grow in the coming six to twelve months as recently recruited
trainees become fully qualified. Importantly, and a reflection of the good work being achieved through the Reserve
Transformation, is that a higher percentage of people are completing soldier training in less time than what we did
ten years ago. This is a key measurable for the transformation but our next challenge is to ensure that we train the
required number of people to meet our growth milestones.
Understanding the impacts
that recruitment and retention
has had on the strength of
the Reserves is important to
maintaining our growth. When
looking at the graph (left), this
shows a positive story for the
Reserve strength into the future.
Inflow levels have increased
since FY 13/14 and are similar
to those of FY 10/11 when the
Reserve was at its strongest in
the recent history. Additionally,
outflows have decreased which
provides us the net gain of
people. Direction from the
senior leadership in Army is that
recruitment levels will remain
at their current levels. This
means that growth in the next
five years will continue.

Contributions / Equipment / Hamel
As mentioned by MAJGEN Porter the Reserve Transformation is progressing strongly but this is not all that the Army
Reserve has focused on in the past 12 months. It is also important to mention the substantial contribution the Reserve
has provided Army. This year, Reserve Battle Group Waratah put 600 people in the field for Ex Hamel. These Reservists
were integrated into 7 Bde for the duration of the activity, completing similar tasks and roles as the full time soldiers.
Notable here is that this is the third year running in which a Battle Group consisting of Reservists has supported the
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force generation cycle, a significant achievement from the part-time force. Moving forward the 2nd Division will
continue to generate a similar capability annually. Also significant to the total workforce is the support that Reservists
have provided to operations. Some 500 individuals have deployed on OP RESOLUTE, ACORDIAN and HIGHROAD in the
past 12 months. These contributions are significant and an indication of the commitment and benefit that the part
time workforce is providing Army.
It is also good to see that the Reserve is
being progressively issuing modernised
equipment that meets its capability
requirements. New EF88 rifles, Australian
Multicam camouflage uniforms, improved
load carriage equipment and additional
Protected Mobility Vehicles are being
provided to the Army Reserve. This is being
issued in accordance with a wider Army
plan, but parts of the Reserve are already
in receipt of new equipment.
Fatigue Management
Earlier this year, Reserve and Youth Division
expressed concerns with ADF fatigue
management policies and the absence of
specific guidance on employing Reservists.
Reference was made to the consequences
of Reservists completing work in their
His Excellency, General, the Honourable David Hurley, AC, DSC (Ret’d), Gov- civilian workplace and then immediately
ernor of New South Wales, visits Australian Army Reserve soldiers, memstarting a period of Reserve service without
bers of Battle Group Waratah participating on Exercise Hamel 2018 held at
sufficient respite. Whilst there have been no
Shoalwater Bay near Rockhampton
specific unsafe fatigue management trends
identified across Army, Army undertook to
review its broader fatigue management policy and has taken measures to improve awareness of current policy.
Suggested fatigue management practices and policy information was promulgated across Army and the Directorate of
Army Health has drafted an update of the ‘Commanders guide to fatigue management’. Importantly, a section of this
guide contains considerations relating to the management of fatigue in Reserve personnel. This section references
PACMAN provisions for recuperation of Reservists after arduous activities, operational tempo considerations, the
implications of managing two workplaces and management strategies to counter potential inherited fatigue. This will
be released in the coming months.
Cyber Security
I am also pleased to note that from
January 2019, Army will have Reservists
working as cyber specialists alongside
full-time Army personnel. Given that
competition for talent in cyber markets
is fierce, and there is a limited pool of
adequately trained and experienced
cyber-individuals nationally to draw
upon to meet the ADF’s unique
capability and skills requirements, Army
is progressing a number of strategies to
ensure we can tap into this market.
Conclusion
In summary, the last twelve months
has been positive for the Army
Reserve. Recruitment is improving, the
workforce is growing, transformation is
meeting it planned milestones and the
Reserve continues to provide valuable Bushmaster Protected Mobility Vehicles from the 12th/16th Hunter River Lancers move into position during Exercise Polygon Wood
contributions to the total workforce.
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Naval Reserve Contribution to Capability
Commodore Mark Hill CSC RANR
Director General Australian Navy Cadets and Reserves
Introduction
I would like to begin by thanking the President, distinguished
guests and DRA members for providing the opportunity
for Navy to report on the state of its Reserve, and how it
directly contributes to Navy and broader ADF capability.
In terms of future Navy capability requirements there are
three very prominent themes. First is to hone high end
warfighting skills so we can operate as an independent task
group, or as part of a multi-national task force. Second
is to support the national ship building program that will
deliver, from next year, a new ship each year for the next
30 years. Third is people, not only to support current and
future high end warfighting capability but also to support
the vital ship building program.
Career Management
I engage with Navy’s PERS branch to develop and deliver
career management for Reserves. A lot has been spoken
about career management today, largely in the Army
context, but Navy Reserves also require career management. That message has been heard by me. However, it
must be acknowledged that not all part-time members want career management or advancement in rank. Reserve
members have told me that career management and advancement could result in their being posted or promoted
out of a role that allows them to meet personal commitments in their preferred locality. Career management must
therefore be an opt-in/opt-out process for each member. Career management must also recognise that Reserve
members up-skill their competencies through civilian employment which is also of value to Navy as their developing
skills that need to be harnessed.
Town-hall Meetings and ForceNet
I maintain contact with the part-time workforce by holding regional ‘town hall’ meetings, and also increasingly through
ForceNet. At the town hall meetings attending members receive first-hand briefings about changes to the Reserve
service environment which shape expectations. These meetings give Reserves the opportunity to raise concerns/
frustrations that they have. Non-attendees are able to access messaging via ForceNet. Ultimately these conversations
shape expectations, and feedback received allows me to raise concerns with workgroup managers.
Navy is also engaged with the JRWG to further a review into the conditions of service for Reserve personnel in all
three Services.
The Naval Reserve Salary Budget
The Naval Reserve salary budget is roughly the same as it was for last financial year. The challenge for Navy’s PERS
branch is to ensure that the available budget is fully utilised to deliver capability by a larger number of Reserves
rendering greater amounts of service. Predictability for the part-time workforce will be key to ensuring Navy’s
FY18/19 targets are met.
Naval Reserve Strength
The total strength of the Naval Reserve is 6,909; with 3,986 in SERCAT 2; 2,645 members in SERCATs 3 and 5 (1,665
of whom regularly render service) and; 278 rendering SERVOP C (CFTS). Naval Reserve contribution provides 675
effective years of service, equating to 5.4% of Navy’s capability by 14.1% of Navy’s trained workforce. By any measure
this is a significant boost to capability. A challenge is to increase the number of part-time members rendering SERCAT 5
(multiple year postings/commitments to serve), which will provide greater assurance to both the member and Navy.
Contributions to Operations
Operationally, Navy has part-time members who contribute to the border protection. In FY17/18, 2,115 service days
were provided by 38 members through 90 separate engagements on patrol boats. For Fleet and operational activities
in FY17/18, 46 Naval Reserves contributed 2,225 days through 91 separate engagements as operational reliefs on
warships. Additionally, 125 part-time members provided 154 SERVOP C engagements and three members on SERVOP
C were deployed to the middle-East region. The take-away from these statistics is that the part-time contribution to
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on-water and other full-time capability is considerable. The majority of part-time members are serving in Navy group,
but we have members serving in virtually all ADF groups and Services.
Project Bass
Project Bass was a review conducted to further integrate the Reserve. Forty of the 45 recommendations have now
been delivered, with the five remaining being transferred to Navy Personnel Branch for final delivery. There are
challenges remaining such as harnessing the flexibility inherent in TWM, enabling flexible career pathways and
ensuring the Naval Reserve can meet increasing capability demand; as a non-exhaustive list.
ForceNet Registration
ForceNet registration, and maintenance of an active account, is now mandatory for all Naval Reserve members.
Additionally, all part-time members who render service are required to complete mandatory annual awareness
training. These requirements ensure that Chief of Navy’s statutory requirements are met, and ensures that the
Reserve is aligned with Navy Values.
Future Challenges
Navy is positioning its Reserve for full participation in emerging capability like cyber, unmanned aerial vehicles and
ship building. Reserve operational support will be vital to sharpen higher end warfare skills. A particular challenge
with ship building is that Navy and Industry share the skills base, which may see people leaving Navy to take up
industry roles. It is imperative that Navy and Industry partner to ensure efforts are complimentary.
Also Navy is currently reviewing the need to establish SERCAT 4, with initial focus being the ability to ‘call-forward’
health professionals at short notice.
In terms of challenges for the Naval Reserve to serve, I can only conclude that Navy does not have too many. As an
example, the number of part-time members who contact the Office of Reserve Service Protection is low, which is likely
to stem from the fact that a large percentage of Naval Reserve DFRDB and MSBS benefit recipients are ex-permanent
force (86%) who do not have civilian employers. The rendering of part-time service is understood to provide this
cohort with a viable alternate career path, with the flexibility of Reserve service suiting personal circumstance.
Total Workforce
Navy has applied total integrated workforce principles since 2003. This has assisted embedding Reserve capability
into daily operations, and the implementation of Total Workforce Model. Ab-initio entrants, namely professionals
from the legal, medical, musical and shipping sectors, are managed closely through their Head of Community.
Boss Lift
Navy is planning the delivery of a Boss Lift experience to CEOs from 15-17 October 2018. The programme, subject to
operational requirements, includes sea transit, flights in Navy helicopters, exposure to damage control and firefighting
and simulation training. This opportunity will provide participants with good exposure to what Navy does and how
their Reserve employees provide a vital contribution to Navy’s capability.
Conclusion
In summary, Navy is in a healthy state when it comes to engaging its part-time workforce to contribute to the delivery
of capability. Although I always acknowledge that more can, and should, be done to further enhance access to the
latent capability provided by the Naval Reserve. Challenges for Navy more broadly will be the aggressive ship building
program, predictability of future requirements being placed on the Reserve and ensuring that stability is provided (as
far as is practicable) to the Navy’s part-time workforce.”
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A RISKED BASED APPROACH TO TRANSITIONING TO A 5TH GENERATION AIR FORCE
Group Captain Tony Hindmarsh CSC
Project Officer - Director General Reserves - Air Force
Introduction
The Australian Defence Force (ADF), along with the broader Australian
workforce, is facing a skills shortage across at least the next decade.
The Department of Defence has responded by developing the ADF
Total Workforce Model (TWM). In overview, this model provides more
employment flexibility to Permanent serving members (now titled
Service Categories 6-7) and increases the opportunities for Reservists
(now titled Service Categories 2-5) to contribute. A key challenge for Air
Force (AF) is to determine how best to actualise these opportunities.
Air Force response
In response, AF is now designing a risk-based, integrated solution that
best exploits the SERCAT 2-7 framework to optimise delivery of a 5th
Generation Air Force. Importantly, the design solution will acknowledge
the capability needs of the AF and the changing nature of work, while
best accommodating individuals’ expectations – all within pragmatic
forecasts of people attraction, retention, development, and budget
constraints. This paper focuses on the AF SERCAT 2-5 contribution to this outcome.
In the absence of perfect knowledge of the future, AF has recognised the need to promptly develop a sufficient
‘whole of force’, adaptive agility and flexibility to reposition itself, year by year, in accordance with the AF Strategy
2017-27 and informed by Plan Jericho. The starting point for this work is to understand the change in capability needs
across the next ten years to:
•
understand the complexity of today’s SERCAT 2-5 composition and potential ‘supply’,
•
navigate transition/transformation of the potential SERCAT 2-5 composition and ‘supply’ across the ‘midzone’ of this ten year period,
•
make sense of uncertainty of the outer years, and
•
anticipate and adapt to the changing nature of work and individuals’ work expectations across this same
time period.
Design and Planning
For design and planning purposes: the time of almost certain ‘certainty’ extends from today to about 3 years out (or
about a posting duration); the time of almost certain ‘uncertainty’ is from about 8 years out (where uncertainty may
overwhelm certainty); and the ‘mid-zone’ is where AF needs to simultaneously use and adapt SERCAT 2-5 capability
to best navigate the transition between these first and third time periods.
SERCAT 2-5 comprises two distinct groupings. SERCAT 2 (Standby Reserve) members are a latent capability that can
be called out as required and they may request to transfer to another SERCAT to provide voluntary service (subject
to AF requirements). SERCAT 3-5 members agree to a mutual, non-binding commitment in terms of the amount and
general pattern of Reserve Service Days (RSDs) to be served across a specified period. This agreement is intended to
convey a measure of certainty for both the commander, who must deliver against capability requirements, and the
member seeking surety in terms of ongoing service.
Under the TWM/TWS, SERCAT 3-5 are the forms of non-permanent engagement. ‘Casual’, project-type work within a
financial year (FY) is described as SERCAT 3. In contrast, multi-FY permanent part-time work is described as SERCAT
4-5 positions (with the distinction between the two based largely based on the individual readiness requirement.
The complexity of today
In understanding the complexity of today the starting point is to separate the facts from the folklore of the current AF
SERCAT 2-5 supply capability, composition, motivations, expectations and aspirations. The current SERCAT 2-5 supply
is an artefact of many minor organisational and individuals’ decisions over many years. At present, the annual SERCAT
3-5 contribution equates to about 900 staff years (equivalent to an extra 6% of AF ‘capability’). However, although
AF knows the functions supported, the precise nature of the current SERCAT 3-5 contribution to specific capabilities
is not well understood. Moreover, the motivations and aspirations of these same SERCAT 3-5 members are also not
fully understood. In summary, the true characteristics of the current SERCAT 2-5 people ‘capability’ are not well
understood and this is problematic for designing the future SERCAT 2-5 contribution to capability.
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Reducing complexity
To reduce the complexity of today AF is:
•
clarifying the SERCAT 3-5 conditions of service (and addressing erroneous information),
•
creating budget surety across financial years for engagement of SERCAT 3-5,
•
rationalising the number of SERCAT 4-5 positions to better align with budget, and
•
reviewing the capability-based justification for the remaining SERCAT 4-5 positions and optimising the
number of Reserve Staff Days (RSD) allocated to each position.
In preparing for the ‘mid-zone’ - where certainty about the required skills, competency and work requirements
becomes less certain - AF needs to assess how the SERCAT 2-5 supply could best:
•
support continuing and retiring capabilities,
•
prepare for the longer-term future by identifying/developing/supplying medium-longer term SERCAT 3-5
capabilities, and
•
develop a ‘loose-tight’ plan to adapt the SERCAT 2-5 people supply and capability (demographics, composition,
skills, and Service conditions) across the ‘mid-zone’ for the longer-term.
The ‘uncertain’ complexity of the future will likely dominate from about 8 years out, when AF will operate in an
increasingly complex and dynamic environment. In this time period historic planning and current workforce models
are unlikely to keep pace with the likely scale, breadth and pace of change required – organisational and people
agility and flexibility will be paramount.
The 5th Generation Air Force
In pursuit of the 5th Generation Air Force SERCAT 2-5 people capability, AF will follow a three ‘track’ process, noting
there will be no single solution to the suite of risks, issues and challenges that will inevitably arise:
•
continue legacy approaches to sustain capabilities that will evolve from the near-term across the ‘midzone’;
•
investigate how the SERCAT 2-5 supply can best support development of the integrated Air Force TWS
solution for ‘known/planned’ capability/systems/doctrine transitions across the mid-zone; and
•
develop an adaptive AF capacity from the ‘near term’ to best meet increasing complexity in ‘mid-zone’ and
progressively make sense of and address the uncertainty over the longer-term.
More specifically, in the short-term, the ‘legacy’ AF SERCAT 2-5 people capability can be targeted to support ‘legacy’
AF capabilities, with the synchronised phase-out of ‘linked capability-SERCAT 2-5 people capabilities’ from the nearterm across the ‘mid-zone’. In parallel, AF can:
•
investigate how best to reshape the SERCAT 2-5 supply (through changes to demographics, composition,
skills, policies and conditions of service), as part of the integrated AF TWS solution, for capability transitions
that will start in the ‘mid-zone’;
•
develop SERCAT 2-5 adaptive capacity from the ‘mid-zone’ to the longer-term to understand and affect the
likely changes and impacts on AF and individual SERCAT 2-5 members;
•
support the TWS people capability transition over the next ten years through synchronised, ongoing,
deliberate, ‘loose-tight’ planning as certainty about the future emerges and can be understood; and
•
progressively reshape SERCAT 2-5 by developing and implementing a sufficiently detailed, time-phased
transition/transformation plan and then regularly reassess/reorientate it against the emergent context.
Conclusion
In conclusion, Air Force is now actively exploring how the TWM framework can be used to not only reduce the risk
in delivering and sustaining a 5th Generation Air Force but also to redesign and adapt the AF SERCAT 2-5 people
element of capability to form a crucial element of an integrated TWS. The nature of the SERCAT 2-5 contribution will
emerge and evolve over time; however, the intrinsic adaptability, agility and flexibility of the AF TWS will enhance AF
capability outcomes and deliver more expansive opportunities for SERCAT 2-5 members.
Further information can be found at:
•
www.defence.gov.au/ADF-totalworkforcemodel
•
www.airforce.gov.au/our-mission/fifth-generation-air-force
•
www.airforce.gov.au/our-mission/air-force-strategy
•
www.airforce.gov.au/our-mission/plan-jericho
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Proposed actions to enhance availability of Reservists to serve
The Hon Gai Brodtmann MP
Shadow Assistant Minister for Cyber Security and Defence
Introduction
It’s a great pleasure to be here today and to be back in the fold of the Reserves. As Paul Irving mentioned, before going into politics I had my own
business for 10 years, largely consulting in Defence. I went through the
merger and creation of the Defence Materiel Organisation from the Defence
Acquisition Organisation and Joint Logistics Command, and SCA.
I also spent four wonderful years working with the Australian Defence Force
Cadets. I’m a huge fan of cadets because I have seen the transformation it
makes in young Australians. I’ll never forget a little guy down at Nowra. I
asked him ‘what do you love about cadets?’ He said before he went to cadets he was a straight D student and now he was getting As and Bs. Cadets
had transformed his life.
I would like to begin by acknowledging the traditional custodians of the
land we are meeting on, the Ngunnawal people. I wish to acknowledge and
pay my respects to elders past, present and emerging, and the contribution they make to the life of this city and this region. I would also like to
acknowledge the many distinguished guests here today.
I recently took on Reserves and Cadets again in my own Shadow Assistant Ministry portfolio after my colleague, the
Shadow Minister for Veterans Affairs and Defence Personnel, Amanda Rishworth, was promoted. We decided that
given my background and interest in Reserves and Cadets I’d get back to being involved. Some of you may recall that
I attended a number of your recent conferences - at Olim’s Hotel and at Brighton Le Sands.
Back then, one of the big issues was getting a handle on the inactive service numbers. After my first and very welcome briefing this week from Rear Admiral Kafer, it would appear your planned consolidation of those numbers has
now been finalised. I want to thank the Minister for Veterans Affairs and Defence Personnel, Darren Chester, and Rear
Admiral Kafer for that briefing, and also for the update on Defence’s youth development programs.
I also want to thank Major General Irving for taking the time to brief me about today’s conference and discuss the
issues that you are currently concerned about.
Since the last time we spoke I have had the enormous privilege of participating in a parliamentary exchange with
RFSU which, as you know, is mainly Reserves. I went out on an overnight surveillance trip with them and did a surveillance exercise around the mangroves around the back of Cairns. It was terrific to get an understanding of the issues
that they are facing. I must admit that everyone was very focused on the mission so they weren’t really out for small
talk with a strange politician who had no idea how to use the can opener.
Whenever you speak to Reserves, the depth and breadth of the background is just astonishing. We have an extraordinary group of talent in Reserves. That’s why it’s vitally important that conferences like these allow us the opportunity
to maximise their potential because they make an invaluable contribution. We need to provide the structural and
systemic support to maximise their potential.
For me, today is about listening to you. Listening to you to get a readout on the issues and gaps that need to be addressed. Listening to you to get a sense of what is working and what is not. Today’s conference and discussions over
coming months will inform Labor’s Reserves policy that we will take to the next federal election.
History
Since Federation, the Australian Parliament considered the defence of the new Commonwealth to be a democratic
army in which there would be a small permanent component, with the bulk to be made up of part-time citizen
forces. In 1909, Andrew Fisher and George Foster Pearce introduced legislation to provide for a defence force based
on a small number of permanent military staff and a large citizen force. When the Great War erupted in 1914, this
citizen force provided much of the leadership of the 1st AIF, from senior commanders through to non-commissioned
officers.
Reserve service is as valid and relevant to the defence of Australia today as it was 100 years ago. It continues to
uphold the concept of a ‘democratic army’ proposed by our fathers of federation. One of the most important characteristics of Reserve service is that a Reservist is both an ADF member and a civilian simultaneously. They provide a
valuable cultural link between the community and the barracks. They give back to their community through the skills
acquired in the ADF – skills of leadership, first aid, navigation, survival, teamwork and self-discipline.
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Any Australian Government has an inescapable obligation to protect the security of the Australian people and the
integrity of Australia’s territory. Like most areas of national security, this is a largely bipartisan mission. We agree
Australia must contribute to a peaceful and secure world where all people have a right to live with dignity, freedom,
safety and prosperity. The Australian Defence Force - through its Permanent and Reserve force - is at the forefront
of this mission.
In anticipation of today and in addition to my conversations with RADM Kafer and MAJGEN Irving, I have also consulted
Reservists from a range of ranks. Needless to say they weren’t backward in coming forward, but thanks to their training they were constructive. In a nutshell, they were focused on the continued external and internal structural and
systemic barriers to service and the need to explore more opportunities to integrate civilian life and Reserve life.
External Barriers
The Defence Reserve is the definition of a flexible working arrangement. It allows our citizens to make a long term
commitment to their family, their career and to their nation. When we get this right, it works beautifully. However,
external and internal structural and systemic barriers still exist to that service and are still posing impediments to
Australia maximising the potential of the talent in the Reserve.
My consultations have revealed that many Reservists are still using their annual leave to undertake continuous training periods. This is despite the increasing understanding that both employees and employers benefit from the skills
acquired from the time spent in uniform. Under the Defence Reserve Service (Protection) Act 2001 employers are
compelled to release Reservists when they are required to undertake periods of service, including any training to
prepare for that service - so the legislative barrier isn’t there.
But I understand this is not translating to the workplace because businesses are still not required to have a Reserve
leave policy, or where policies exist, they are inconsistent. Some businesses have a policy where leave for Reserve
service is accounted for in annual leave, others include additional time periods. This is not just an inconsistency in
policy but an inconsistency in communication. Such information is not required to be disclosed to employees prior to
the commencement of their work.
A Defence Reserve policy lets Reservists consider all their options relating to their service before they choose their
employer. A clearly defined policy ensures both employees and employers are clear about their rights and responsibilities.
Structural and systemic barriers are not limited to workplaces. During my recent briefings, I heard that universities
are also discriminating around Reservists. There have been times when a Reservist goes to serve their nation for an
extended time and then been asked to restart their university course again. This is not what we want in 2018. We
want a highly trained Reserve force that is well integrated into civilian life.
Internal Barriers
There are also a number of internal barriers. In the military, it’s widely understood that the greater your time commitment, the greater the chance of promotion. This stands in the way of those who are considered carers of children,
family, dependents and foster children. This stands in the way of women. It creates a barrier in advancing your career if you don’t have the opportunity to participate, given your role as a carer. While this affects anyone that cares
for another, it becomes an issue of gender imbalance if one gender accounts for more than two thirds of carers in
Australia.
Women make up 51 per cent of the Australian population, but just 17.5 per cent of Reserves and, the figures vary
between the forces, but we’re talking a range of 13 and 20 percent for the permanent ADF. We need to encourage
more women into Reserves. In 2011, a survey of more than 10,000 Reserve and Permanent members of the ADF found:
Reservists want more opportunities to contribute, predictability of work pattern and enhanced career management,
while Permanent ADF members would like greater service options. Project SUAKIN was designed to tackle this.
Project SUAKIN
The project was a Labor-lead initiative described as “a whole-of-Defence Total Workforce Employment Model designed to contribute to capability by giving Defence more flexibility in managing the ADF workforce”.
SUAKIN aimed to move flexible employment arrangements to a longer term solution, offering ADF members casual,
part-time and full-time work options. To allow those serving with carer or personal commitments more room to move
within their role.
During a review into the treatment of Women in the ADF in 2012, Defence was advised by the Australian Human Rights
Commission to reconsider the recommendations outlined in Project SUAKIN. This review, once again, highlighted the
dire need for flexible service arrangements. The Chiefs of Service Committee approved the implementation of Plan
SUAKIN on 25 May 2012. The Assistant Minister stated that the SUAKIN ‘service model’ would be in place by 2014, but
that full implementation would take some years.
I was under the impression this reform had stood still as the information available about its implementation was hard
to find. However, I was pleased to hear this week that Project SUAKIN is well and truly on track. Service Category
six, defined as a flexible service arrangement for members of the Permanent Force, will be finalised by November
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this year.
SUAKIN was and is a big project, but for all of those involved I really want to congratulate you because it was a major
initiative and it will involve significant cultural and behavioural change. But it does send a very strong message that
both the permanent ADF and Reserves are committed to being as flexible and responsive as possible to the needs of
the modern world and modern workforce.
We have got to make the environment for our Permanent and Reserve forces more flexible – to respond to an ever
changing environment, to diversify the workforce and to maximise the potential of our serving men and women. We
have to continue to identify those structural and systemic barriers and keep kicking them down.
Barriers for Women
When I was in Defence I also worked on a project looking at women and women who were, or were trying to do part
time work. The project focused on the structural and systemic barriers that were interfering with their ability to do
that. Things have changed a lot but unfortunately, that part time review highlighted the fact that there are still those
systemic barriers in place that do not allow for part time work.
How can you have a part time house? How do you have part time healthcare? I’m not saying that any of this is easy
to solve. Most of the time you go part time for a couple of years and then to full time - how would this work within
the ADF?
Another suggestion from my Reserves consultation came from a single mother who has had a terrible time trying to
keep up her service. She can parade but she doesn’t have anyone here to look after her children. She wants to participate, to serve her nation, and she still wants to be active. But the way that the system is structured means that
she can’t - without childcare assistance.
Other suggestions included:
•
provision of career management to all soldiers and officers regardless of their SERCAT status;
•
mandatory performance reporting, regardless of SERCAT status;
•
Reserve training review with a view to increasing facilitation of RPL;
•
promotion panels to include 50 percent women; and
•
transparency across promotion panels including reporting on panel composition and outcomes.
Cyber Security in Reserves
As the Shadow Assistant Minister for Cyber Security and Defence, I am increasingly aware of threats to our nation
beyond land, sea or sky. The physical weapons that threaten our national security are no longer the only artillery on
the ground. Cyber attacks are on the rise across the world and as a nation.
The shortage of cyber security professionals is having a significant impact on our ability to address these challenges
as industry and government all compete for limited talent. It’s forecast that by next year there will be 6 million jobs
in cyber security globally, and only 4.5 million people with the skills to fill them. That’s one and a half million jobs
that will need filling globally in the next few years –19,000 here in Australia in the next year.
Most cyber security specialists in Australia sit in the private sector because government struggles to pay the market
rates for these skills. That’s why there have been legislative changes in the ASD to make them more responsive in a
highly competitive environment. Currently, the military doesn’t have a career path for cyber professionals, especially
those in Reserve roles.
As my colleague Dr Mike Kelly, stated at this conference last year: we need to think creatively about the national
capability in this highly technical space, and the human resources that we are going to need to bring to bear.
I do think that for us to address the threat, we need to think very laterally about what we do with Cadets and with
Reservists in terms of Cyber. There is so much talent out there in both the private and government sector. We need
to capitalise on this. Again, I would be interested in your thoughts on that because a lot of those people who fight on
the cyber front are keen to serve their nation.
Conclusion
Reservists make up 20 percent of the Australian Defence Force. Not only are they crucial to our national security,
but also to our communities. Labor went to the 2016 election with the commitment to ensure that the Reserves are
a critical component of Australia’s defence capability that needs to be able to contribute to any sort of operation in
which Australia might participate. Labor is therefore committed to maintaining recruitment and retention of Reserve
members and to integrating fulltime ADF and Reserve elements in a total force structure where the different role of
all components is properly understood, valued and utilised effectively.
Labor recognises the invaluable contribution and skills Reserves bring to the ADF. We will work with you to shape ideas
and policies to ensure we live with dignity, freedom, safety and prosperity and maximise the invaluable contribution
made by Reserves.
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